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1.1. INTRODUCTION

Alvin Toffler\(^1\) identified the third wave of development as the ‘Information Age’.\(^2\) Many nations such as South Africa are in transition from the Industrial Age to the Information Age if they are not already harnessing the benefits associated with this revolution.\(^3\) The Information Age has transformed the notion of information as being the most fundamental key to knowledge, education, innovation, creativity, economic development and growth.\(^4\) It is submitted that, in present day, a greater part of information is represented or embodied in literary, musical, artistic or scientific works. These works are generally referred to as ‘products of the intellect’\(^5\) and are subjects of copyright.

Copyright is the legal protection\(^6\) that is afforded to the creator of a work,\(^7\) which is the product of his creative mind. It is the purpose and function of copyright legislation to grant the copyright owner\(^8\) the exclusive right to control the use and exploitation of his work.\(^9\) An act that is performed in relation to the copyrighted work without the authority

---


\(^3\) The first world countries such as the United States of America and Japan have already taken their places as the leading nations of the Information Age.


\(^7\) The Copyright Act provides protection for musical works, literary and artistic works, cinematographic films, sound recordings, broadcasts, programme-carrying signals, published editions and computer programs. (See section 2(1)(a)-(i)).

\(^8\) The term ‘copyright owner’ is used synonymously with the term ‘author’ within the context of the dissertation.

\(^9\) The exclusive rights of the copyright owner in respect of musical, literary and artistic works and cinematographic films include generally the right of reproduction, the right to publish the work if it is unpublished, the right to perform the work in public, the right to broadcast the work, the right to transmit the work in a diffusion service and the right to make an adaptation of the work (see sections 6, 7 and 8 of
of the copyright owner and which falls within the scope of any of the copyright owner's exclusive rights would constitute an infringement of copyright.\textsuperscript{10} The copyright owner's monopoly of rights is established in recognition of the basic tenets of copyright that he must receive economic benefits for his creativity and intellect and more significantly to promote his creation of further products of intellect.\textsuperscript{11}

The exclusive rights of the copyright owner are, however, subjected to a limited monopoly. The limitation is manifested first in the stipulation that copyright in a protected work lapses after a limited period where after the work falls into the public domain to be freely used by the public.\textsuperscript{12} The second limitation appears in the provision that the public may perform acts, without the copyright owner's permission, in relation to a copyrighted work that falls within the exclusive control of the copyright owner.\textsuperscript{13} The nature and purpose of the act would excuse it as an exemption from copyright infringement.\textsuperscript{14}

The underlying principle of the limitation is based on the recognition that the public has a right to make use of copyrighted works in certain circumstances without being held liable for copyright infringement.\textsuperscript{15} The legal characterization, in the Copyright Act, of the right of the public to make use of copyrighted works in circumstances that would be exempted

\textsuperscript{10} The provisions relating to the infringement of copyright is contained in section 23 of the Copyright Act.
\textsuperscript{11} Dean (note 5 above) 1-1.
\textsuperscript{12} Sections 3(2) and (3) of the Copyright Act set out the duration of copyright in relation to each protected work.
\textsuperscript{13} These acts are recognized as exceptions to the exclusive rights of copyright owners and are contained in section 12 to section 19B of the Act.
\textsuperscript{14} Dean (note 5 above) 1-5.
\textsuperscript{15} Ibid.
from copyright infringement is fair dealing.\textsuperscript{16} It is agreed that the effective enforcement of the exclusive rights of the copyright owner is essential in the creation of further intellectual products.\textsuperscript{17} It is submitted that the enforcement of exceptions such as fair dealing is equally important, as it would promote knowledge, education and the access to information as well as the creation of intellectual products.\textsuperscript{18} The significance of the balancing of interests is accentuated both in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948\textsuperscript{19} and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 1966:\textsuperscript{20} the copyright owner has a right to the protection of his interests that arise from his product of intellect\textsuperscript{21} while the public has a right to participate and enjoy the intellectual works.\textsuperscript{22} It is, therefore, agreed that the economic interests of the owner to enjoy the fruits of his labour as well as the social and cultural rights of the public to enjoy the arts and be educated are consequently promoted as fundamental human rights.\textsuperscript{23}

It is widely agreed that the balance that had been struck by the system of copyright was properly maintained in the analogue world despite various challenges.\textsuperscript{24} The development of the digital age, however, threatened to derail the traditional system of copyright by challenging first the effective enforcement of the exclusive rights of the copyright owner and second the application of exceptions.

\textsuperscript{16} The fair dealing exception is provided in respect of musical, literary and artistic works and is contained in section 12(1)(a) to (c) of the Copyright Act.
\textsuperscript{17} See Dean (note 5 above) 1-1, 1-2 and 1-3 where it is submitted that the establishment of a system of copyright that protects the exclusive rights of the copyright owner enables the owner to control the commercial exploitation of his work. This is referred to as the 'profit incentive', which operates as an encouragement for the copyright owner to create further works.
\textsuperscript{18} It is submitted that the balanced system of copyright encourages not only the protected copyright owner to create products of intellect but also the public by permitting them to engage in fair dealing of a protected work.
\textsuperscript{19} The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948 was adopted and proclaimed by the General Assembly resolution 217 A (III) of 10 December 1948 available online \url{http://www.un.org/Overview/rights.html} (date accessed: 7 February 2005).
\textsuperscript{21} Article 27(2) of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948 and Article 15(1)(c) of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 1966.
\textsuperscript{22} Article 27(1) of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948 and Article 15(1)(b) of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 1966.
\textsuperscript{23} Dean (note 5 above) 1-2.
\textsuperscript{24} These challenges related to the advent of the printing press, the photocopier and computers.
The digital age represents a combination of digital technologies and the ‘Information Infrastructure’. The Information Infrastructure is an information communication technology that encompasses information in binary digits, personal computers, global computer networks and the transnational Internet. Advances in and development of digital technologies together with the augmentation of the Internet has, at the outset, provided copyright owners with new and exhilarating opportunities to distribute their works. The evolution of the digital age, more significantly, through the medium of the Internet, provides a foundational infrastructure for the public to access and use information to enhance their knowledge, education as well as promote innovation and economic development.

Although the expansion of the Internet promised many opportunities for copyright owners and users alike, the characteristics and potential of the Internet compounded by the advances in technologies as well as a substantial increase in the penetration of the Internet effectively threatened the enforcement of the exclusive rights of the copyright

---


26 Ibid.

27 The Internet is a technologically powerful intermediate means for the publication, distribution and reproduction of copyright works. The Internet enables the copyright owner to interact directly with his consumers. Digital technology facilitates the reproduction of digital works at lower costs as opposed to the analogue world. Computer networks enable cost-effective and instantaneous distribution of copyrighted works in digital form. See Committee on Intellectual Property Rights and the Emerging Information Infrastructure (note 25 above) 3-4. The global outreach of the Internet further allows for cross border distribution of the works amplifying the extraordinary nature of the Internet to create new markets for copyright owners internationally. See also Okedji (note 4 above) 3.

28 The ability of the Internet to communicate information lies at the heart of education, accumulation of knowledge and most importantly economic development. See Okedji (note 4 above) 1. See also Pasquale, Dutra and Ouma (note 4 above) 3. The advent of the Internet allows for the public to access and use digital works with ease and efficiency without the imposition of time barriers: a book at the library cannot be reserved by more than one person in the analogue world, however a book available in digital form can be accessed at the same time by any number of persons. In summary, it is submitted that the Internet provides an innovative and beneficial medium for the dissemination of knowledge to the public.

29 Penetration of the Internet is substantially expanding with the Computer Almanac Industry reporting in a press release dated 3 September 2004 that the global number of Internet users will be in excess of one billion in the middle of 2005. The rate of Internet penetration for South Africa is estimated to have increased to 46.8 percent over a five-year period from 2000 to 2005. 7.3 percent of the South African population, which is estimated to be in the region of 48 million in 2005, currently make use of the Internet. See Internet World Stats http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats1.htm#africa (date accessed: 4 April 2005).
owner. It is agreed that the process of digitisation of copyrighted works facilitates easy, instant, cost-effective and perfect copies of these works. This effortless process encouraged unprecedented levels of copying and exploitation of copyrighted works in the digital age. It is submitted that the copyright owner, in the analogue world, would satisfactorily address this exploitation in terms of the right of reproduction as the right effectively provides the copyright owner with the ability to control the unauthorised copying of his works. The right of reproduction, therefore, facilitates the commercial exploitation of a protected work and is respectively considered as the most fundamental

30 'Ease of reproduction', 'ease of dissemination' and 'concentration of value' have been identified as three technical challenges to the effective enforcement of the exclusive rights of the copyright owner. See Pasquale, Dutra and Ouma (note 4 above) 5-7.

31 Digital content is made up of text, audio (music and speech), video (still and moving pictures), software and shape that are represented as binary digits. Copying the digital content entails capturing the description in a collection of numbers. For example, music can be copied by measuring the sound wave, pictures can be copied by measuring the colour at closely spaced dots, putting numbers in place for each dot, copying the picture by placing the appropriate dos of colour at the right places on paper or on the screen, text can be copied by means of the ASCII code that assigns code numbers to each character. Digital technologies enable quick and inexpensive reproduction of digital content. A perfect digital copy is reproduced from the original digital work enabling further reproduction of perfect unlimited copies of the work. See Committee on Intellectual Property Rights (note 25 above) 28-31. Further, the Internet has an expanded capacity for disseminating digital content and with the aid of advances in digital technology such as bandwidth the transmission of works are made easier and quicker. Global instantaneous transmissions of works can further be accomplished. See D S Marks and B H Turnball 'Technical Protection Measures: The Intersection of Technology, Law and Commercial Licenses' (1999) WCT-WPPT/IMP/3 3 presented in the WIPO Workshop on Implementation Issues of the WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT) and the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT) held in Geneva on 6 and 7 December 1999 available online http://www.wipo.int/documents/en/meetings/1999/wct_wppt/pdf/imp99_3.pdf (date accessed: 23 November 2004). The distribution of the work in the digital environment is interrelated with a reproduction of the work, as a distribution would necessitate making a copy of the work. The dissemination of the work entails effortlessness activity and consequently there is no physical barrier to reproduce and distribute an unlimited number of copies. In the analogue world, the photocopier machine allows for making copies of works. The copying task requires physical copying by the user. This may be time consuming depending on the number of copies required and the effort and time to be expended would act as a deterrent to copyright infringement. The aspect in respect of concentration of value entails digital compression technologies that make possible the compression and storage of a high concentration of digital content in a fixed tangible object. Fixed objects would include compact discs and digital video discs. See Pasquale, Dutra and Ouma (note 4 above) 6, 7. Compression technologies include the MP-3 format for music and MPEG-2 format for video. See Marks and Turnball (note 31 above) 2.

32 See Committee on Intellectual Property Rights (note 25 above) 76 Chapter 2 'Intellectual Property’s Canary in the Digital Coal Mine' where the music industry has been identified as the industry that has been attacked by the development of digital technologies. See also H Al-Bitar, N Bottero and F Crosetti The WIPO Copyright Treaty and its Implementation' WIPO Academy Research Paper (2000) 2 available online http://www.wipo.int/ (date accessed: 22 November 2004) where it is submitted that 'it is now only too well known that when a copyright work ... is put into digital form it is both very easy and fast to make multiple copies of such content and to be able to manipulate that content'. It is, therefore, argued that it is conceivably possible that works represented in digital form will be subjected to a large degree of infringement in the digital environment.
right.\textsuperscript{33} It is therefore submitted that the enforcement of this right is instrumental in the prevention of unauthorised exploitation of works in the digital environment. The difficulty, however, is in determining the extent of the application of the traditional right of reproduction to digital copyright infringements.\textsuperscript{34} The most significant debate surrounding the enforcement of the application of the right of reproduction in the digital environment is whether or not the scope of the right of reproduction includes temporary acts of reproduction that are incidental, transient or an essential element in the technological process of a computer network during the transmission of works over the Internet.\textsuperscript{35}

The legal sanctions embodied in copyright legislation were considered inadequate and resistant to the challenges of the digital age.\textsuperscript{36} Copyright owners, in the circumstances, resorted to the development of technological protection measures as a means of protecting their works from digital copyright infringement.\textsuperscript{37} Technological protection measures, which protect the exclusive rights of the copyright owner, are tools that are designed to prevent or inhibit the infringement of copyright in the normal course of their operation.\textsuperscript{38} These measures proved encouraging to copyright owners as they were innovative means ‘to trace, monitor and control the dissemination and use of their


\textsuperscript{34} This issue was extensively discussed at the WIPO Diplomatic Conference on Certain Copyright and Neighbouring Rights Questions held in Geneva from 2 to 20 December 1996. The discussion of the transposition of a right of reproduction into the digital environment will be examined in Chapter n.

\textsuperscript{35} The issue whether temporary acts of reproduction were included within the scope of the right of reproduction of Article 9(1) of the Berne Union was extensively debated by the various delegations at the Diplomatic Conference. This aspect is examined in Chapter II.

\textsuperscript{36} Marks and Turnbull (note 31 above) 1 wherein it is provided that ‘legal measures alone cannot provide a viable solution’ to the challenges of the digital age.


works and were considered an appropriate solution to counter digital copyright infringement.

While the comments from Charles Clark that the 'the answer to the machine is in the machine' is sustainable in the digital age as technological protection measures would provide high levels of protection for copyright owners to protect their works against unauthorized exploitation, the concern was that the technological protection measure, no matter how carefully and ingeniously designed, could conceivably be susceptible to being circumvented by the effort and ingenuity of another individual. It was, accordingly, argued that the technology itself was not sufficient. In the circumstances copyright owners requested legal protection against the circumvention of these measures.

Further, clarification of the extent of the application of traditional exclusive rights in the digital age was required. It was recognised that The Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, which is the principal international convention regulating the protection of copyrighted works at an international level, needed to be reformed to meet the challenges of the digital age. This state of affairs led to steps being taken at international level by the World Intellectual Property

---

40 T C Vinje 'A Brave New World of Technological Protection Systems: Will There Still Be Room for Copyright' (1996) 18(8) EIPR 431.
41 Various scholars in their writings in this area refer to this expression by Charles Clark. See Marks and Turnbull (note 31 above) 3 and Vinje (note 40 above) 431.
42 Ibid.
43 Ibid.
44 Marks and Turnbull (note 31 above) 3.
45 Garlick (note 37 above) 941. See also Marks and Turnbull (note 31 above) 3 and Vinje (note 39 above) 197 where it is noted that these measures require legal protection.
46 WIPO (note 33 above) 'Chapter 5 - Intellectual Treaties and Conventions on Intellectual Property' paragraph 5.217 270. The clarification of existing copyright rules and the development of new rules for the digital age was referred to by the World Intellectual Property Organisation as the 'digital agenda'.
48 See generally Pasquale, Dutra and Ouma generally (note 4 above) 4.
Organisation\textsuperscript{49} to convene a Diplomatic Conference on Certain Copyright and Neighbouring Rights Questions. This conference resulted in the adoption of the WIPO Copyright Treaty\textsuperscript{50} and the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty.\textsuperscript{51} These treaties, as will be shown in Chapter II, extended the provisions of the Berne Convention to the digital environment and further declared novel provisions\textsuperscript{52} to adequately respond to the challenges of the digital age.\textsuperscript{53}

The key provisions adopted by the WCT relate to the application of the exclusive rights of the copyright owner, that is the rights of reproduction,\textsuperscript{54} communication to the public\textsuperscript{55} and distribution,\textsuperscript{56} the enforcement of limitations of and exceptions\textsuperscript{57} to the exclusive rights of the copyright owner and the legal protection of technological measures\textsuperscript{58} in the digital environment. The dissertation commences with a study in Chapter II of these provisions.

The primary objective of the dissertation is to analyse the interface between the legal protection of technological measures and exceptions to copyright in the context of the requirements of Article 11 of the WCT, which establishes that contracting parties must provide, in their national laws, legal protection against the circumvention of

\textsuperscript{49}The World Intellectual Property Organisation (hereinafter referred to as ‘the WIPO”) is a ‘specialised’ agency of the United Nations. The mission statement of the WIPO is to ‘promote through international cooperation the creation, dissemination, use and protection of works of the human mind for the economic, cultural and social progress of all mankind. Its effect is to contribute to a balance between the stimulation of creativity worldwide, by sufficiently protecting the moral and material interests of creators on the one hand and providing access to the socio-economic and cultural benefits of such creativity worldwide on the other’. See WIPO (note 33 above) ‘Chapter 1 – Introduction’ 4-5 paragraphs 1.7 and 1.14.


\textsuperscript{52}These relate to the provisions in respect of the legal protection of technological measures (Article 11 of the WCT), electronic rights management information (Article 12 of the WCT), the right of distribution (Article 6 of the WCT) and the right of making works available to the public (Article 8 of the WCT).


\textsuperscript{54}Article 1(4) of the WCT.

\textsuperscript{55}Article 8 of the WCT.

\textsuperscript{56}Article 6 of the WCT.

\textsuperscript{57}Article 10 of the WCT.

\textsuperscript{58}Article 11 of the WCT.
technological protection measures. The principle that exceptions remain an essential element of the system of copyright and that it is fundamental to preserve the traditional copyright balance in the digital age to promote innovation, education and research underscores the dissertation. The dissertation presents that the various provisions of the WCT establish an appropriate framework for contracting parties to balance the exclusive rights of the copyright owner and the legal protection of technological measures with limitations and exceptions. It follows that a proper implementation of Article 11, within this framework, would ensure that the traditional enforcement of exceptions to copyright would be maintained in the digital environment and that any implementation, beyond this framework, could be detrimental to the enforcement of exceptions and may perhaps threaten to eviscerate the enforcement of traditional copyright exceptions, such as fair dealing.

A critical and comparative analysis of the implementation models of the provisions of Article 11 of the WCT by the United States of America\textsuperscript{59} and the European Union\textsuperscript{60} is undertaken in Chapter III. This chapter is structured within the main area of criticism that the nature of legal protection provided by both contracting parties extends beyond the requirements of Article 11 of the WCT and the boundaries of the system of copyright and possibly harms the enforcement of traditional copyright exceptions, thus threatening to derail the traditional system of copyright. The anti-circumvention provisions of the United States and the European Union provide legal protection to rights control measures\textsuperscript{61} and access control measures.\textsuperscript{62} Legal protection is further provided against the manufacture and distribution of circumvention devices. Each of these forms of protection will be examined in detail. The development of a ‘right of access’ that has been provided to the copyright owner in terms of the anti-circumvention provisions and the concept of ‘digital lock-up’ are also considered. The dissertation attempts to identify lessons to be

\textsuperscript{59} The Digital Millennium Copyright Act Pub.L.No 105-304, 112 Stat.2860 (28 October 1998) implemented the WCT and the WPPT.
\textsuperscript{61} A rights control measure relates a measure that is used by the copyright owner, in connection with his exclusive rights, to prevent or restrict acts that are not authorized by him or permitted by law. See Strowel and Dussolier (note 38 above) 2.
\textsuperscript{62} Ibid. An access control measure relates to a measure that controls the access to a work.
learned from the anti-circumvention provisions of the United States and the European Union.

The effectiveness of the South African Copyright Act\textsuperscript{63} to appropriately deal with the challenges of the digital age is examined in Chapter IV of the dissertation. The application of the current right of reproduction, right of communication to the public and right of distribution in the digital environment is analysed in reference to the relevant provisions of the WCT. The issue regarding the protection of temporary acts of reproduction within the scope of the right of reproduction is also considered. The incorporation of provisions relating to the legal protection of technological measures in the Copyright Act and the interaction of this protection with the enforcement of exceptions such as fair dealing is examined within the requirements of the WCT.

The conclusion in Chapter V will illustrate that extensive copyright protection strengthened with expansive provisions relating to the legal protection of technological measures, which primarily favours the interests of the copyright owner and extends beyond the requirements of the WCT and the parameters of copyright, such as the anti-circumvention provisions of the United States and the European Union would effectively threaten the efficacy of copyright exceptions such as fair dealing. The dissertation emphasizes, on the one hand, that the implementation of provisions relating to the legal protection of technological measures is fundamental to the protection of copyrighted works in the digital age and highlights, on the other hand, that extensive provisions would diminish the balanced system of copyright. Consequently it is argued that the revision of copyright legislation for the digital age, particularly the implementation of legal sanctions against the circumvention of technological measures, must be cautiously balanced with the larger public interest to ensure the efficient access and use of copyrighted works. It is emphasized that this approach would be in compliance with the traditional principles of copyright, which underlie the Berne Convention and the WCT, that endeavor to maintain a balance between the rights of the copyright owners and the interests of the public to effectively enforce exceptions for application in the areas of innovation, education, research, access to information, economic development and growth.

\textsuperscript{63} The Copyright Act 98 of 1978.
It has been identified that advances in digital technology and the Internet generated disturbing challenges to the enforcement of rights held by copyright owners and the protection of copyrighted and related works\textsuperscript{64} in the digital age. These advanced issues questioned the enforcement of traditional copyright protection in a digital environment that was made up of binary digits, computer networks and the digital technologies.\textsuperscript{65} It was further outlined that the scope of the provisions of the Berne Convention was insufficient to meet the challenges of the digital age.

\textsuperscript{64} Related rights are the rights of performers, producers of phonograms and broadcasting organizations in relation to their performances, phonograms and broadcasts respectively.

\textsuperscript{65} For example, it was unclear whether temporary copies that are stored in the random access memory of a computer or at various computer networks during the transmission of a work fell within the scope of the right of reproduction that is contained in Article 9(1) of the Berne Convention. Similarly, the application of other exclusive rights in the digital environment was questioned.
II INTERNATIONAL EFForts IN RESPONSE TO THE ADVANCED ISSUES OF COPYRIGHT PROTECTION IN THE DIGITAL AGE

2.1 Introduction

The issues regarding the enforcement of copyright protection have been identified in Chapter I. The complexity of the issues resulted in the Assembly and the Conference of Representatives of the Berne Union convening the Committee of Experts in 1989.\(^66\) The main objective of the Committee of Experts was to identify whether it was necessary to begin a protocol to the Berne Convention that would clarify issues or establish new standards, which the Berne Convention did not clearly address.\(^67\) It subsequently became essential to consult at an international level to reach consensus on a modernized legal framework of copyright for the digital age.\(^68\) This aspect forms the focus of this chapter.

2.2 The Diplomatic Conference

In February 1996 the Committees of Experts proposed that a Diplomatic Conference be convened to negotiate suitable treaties for a possible protocol to the Berne Convention and a possible instrument to revise the provisions of the International Convention for the Protection of Performers, Producers of Phonograms and Broadcasting Organisations,\(^69\) which is the primary convention regulating the protection of the rights of performers and producers of phonograms. It was decided that the World Intellectual Property

---


\(^67\) Ibid.


Organisation would convene in December 1996 the Diplomatic Conference on Certain Copyright and Neighbouring Rights Questions in Geneva.\textsuperscript{70}

The duty to compile ‘basic proposals’\textsuperscript{71} for discussion at the Diplomatic Conference was delegated to the Chairman of the Committees of Experts.\textsuperscript{72} The Chairman proposed the Basic Proposal for the Substantive Provisions of the Treaty on Certain Questions Concerning the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works\textsuperscript{73} and the Basic Proposal for the Substantive Provisions of the Treaty for the Protection of the Rights of Performers and Producers of Phonograms\textsuperscript{74} for consideration at the Diplomatic Conference.\textsuperscript{75} These Basic Proposals were distributed in advance to delegations that would be in attendance at the Diplomatic Conference.\textsuperscript{76} It is submitted that the Basic Proposals contained draft provisions that were intended to revise copyright protection so that the advanced copyright issues that were ignited by the development of the digital age could be responded to adequately. Subsequent to deliberation of the draft provisions of the Basic Proposals at the Diplomatic Conference, the WCT and the WPPT were adopted by international consensus in Geneva on 20 December 1996. The treaties are collectively referred as the ‘Internet Treaties’.\textsuperscript{77}

\textsuperscript{70} Memorandum (note 66 above) paragraph 11. The Diplomatic Conference was held over the period 2 to 20 December 1996.

\textsuperscript{71} Memorandum (note 66 above) paragraph 12.

\textsuperscript{72} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{75} The Chairman of the Committees of Experts also proposed a third basic proposal for discussion at the Diplomatic Conference: ‘The Basic Proposal for the Substantive Provisions of Databases’ See Memorandum (note 66 above) paragraph 14. The Basic Proposals were compiled by the Chairman in consultation with recommendations made during the Committees of Experts work from the preceding years. See Memorandum (note 66 above) paragraph 20.

\textsuperscript{76} Memorandum (note 66 above) paragraph 12.

\textsuperscript{77} International Bureau of WIPO ‘The Advantages of Adherence to the WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT) and the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT)’ 2 available online http://www.wipo.int/softdoc/activities/wct_wppt/pdf/advantages_wct_wppt.pdf (date accessed: 12 January 2005). The WCT and the WPPT were negotiated by consensus by the international community to counter the challenges of digital technology, especially the implications of the Internet to the enforcement of traditional copyright protection. They have, therefore, acquired the description of the ‘Internet Treaties’. 
The Internet Treaties represent an extension of the provisions of the Berne Convention and the Rome Convention. They clarify the application of existing rights and in some respects provide solutions to issues that are not covered by the said Conventions. The Internet treaties have been identified as important as they promote economic incentives for copyright owners, encourage the creation of products by providing a framework for the adequate protection of cultural works and provide for the legal protection of technological measures that are used by copyright owners to combat piracy in the digital age. It is therefore essential to examine the manner in which the WCT transforms the system of copyright for the digital age. This entails an analysis of important provisions of the WCT.

2.3 Analysis of the WIPO Copyright Treaty

The parameters established by the WCT in relation to the interface between the exclusive rights of the copyright owner, the legal protection of technological measures and the enforcement of traditional exceptions in the digital environment underlie the analysis of the WCT. The first part of the analysis relates to the provisions of the WCT in respect of the exclusive rights of the copyright owner, the second part relates to the provision in respect of limitations of and exceptions to copyright and the third part relates to the establishment of a system that requires contracting parties to afford legal protection to technological measures. Each section will be examined in turn.

78 International Federation of Phonographic Industry (hereinafter referred to as the ‘IFPI’) ‘The WIPO Treaties: Bringing Copyright into the New Millennium’ www.ifpi.org/ (date accessed: 3 January 2005). The Internet Treaties extend the protection of traditional copyright works, which are recognized in Article 2 of the Berne Convention in the digital environment. See also WIPO (note 77 above) 2.
79 WIPO (note 77 above) 2.
80 IFPI (note 78 above) The Internet Treaties provide a framework for the enforcement of existing copyright rights in the digital environment. See also WIPO (note 77 above) 2.
81 The Internet Treaties were concluded as special agreements within Article 20 of the Berne Convention.
82 IFPI (note 78 above).
83 Ibid.
84 Ibid.
85 The structure of the dissertation concentrates on the provisions of the WCT only and not the WPPT. The provisions and the controversies surrounding the implementation of the provisions of the WCT and the WPPT by contracting parties are, however, similar.
86 Recourse is had to the record of the Diplomatic Conference, which was prepared by the International Bureau of WIPO, as a source of interpretation to clarify or confirm the meanings of the provisions of the
2.3.1 PART A: The Exclusive Rights of Copyright Owners

2.3.1.1 The Right of Reproduction

Article 7 of the Basic Proposal related to the proposed right of reproduction and provided as follows:

(1) The exclusive right accorded to authors of literary and artistic works in Article 9(1) of the Berne Convention of authorizing the reproduction of their works shall include direct and indirect reproduction of their works, whether permanent or temporary, in any manner or form.

(2) Subject to the provisions of Article 9(2) of the Berne Convention, it shall be a matter for legislation in Contracting Parties to limit the right if reproduction in cases where a temporary reproduction has the sole purpose of making the work perceptible or where the reproduction is of a transient or incidental nature, provided that such reproduction takes place in the course of the work that is authorized by the author or permitted by law.

Article 7(1) of the Basic Proposal was controversial as it effectively classified temporary acts that are incidental or transient in nature and which occur as a result of the technological process of the computer within the ambit of an exclusive act. Vinje expressed his disappointment with Article 7(1) as it had the effect of extending the scope of the restricted rights of the copyright owner to include 'a novel right of digital usage', which would be implicated each time a work is accessed on the Internet. It was argued that the protection provided in terms of Article 7(1) extended beyond the prerogatives of copyright and consequently provided extensive protection to copyright owners. It was...
understood that this approach could affect the balancing of interests of the system of copyright.\textsuperscript{92}

The issue regarding the transposition of the right of reproduction into the digital environment within the context of Article 7 of the Basic Proposal was met with similar frustration at the Diplomatic Conference.\textsuperscript{93} Some delegations supported Article 7(1) confirming that temporary reproductions fell within the ambit of the right of reproduction as contained in the Berne Convention\textsuperscript{94} but requested clarification of Article 7(2) as it was not apparent whether activities such as fair use, browsing the Internet and those activities that had no economic value apart from facilitating transmission of a work were permitted,\textsuperscript{95} others recommended that Article 7(1) should be amended to exclude, from the scope of the right of reproduction, a temporary reproduction the principal purpose of which is to perceive the work or a reproduction that is transient, incidental or an essential element in a technological process and suggested that Article 7(2) be deleted in its entirety,\textsuperscript{96} whilst others suggested that the limitations provided for in Article 7(2) should be made mandatory thereby eradicating any issues relating to the conflict of laws which may originate as a result of some member countries enacting the limitation and others not.\textsuperscript{97}

The underlying basis of many of the delegations' concerns in adopting an appropriate right of reproduction for the digital age was first that the reproduction right in the digital

\textsuperscript{91} Fitzpatrick (note 90 above) 219.
\textsuperscript{92} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{93} The discussion of this issue divided the floor of Main Committee 1 at the Diplomatic Conference and threatened to derail the adoption of the WCT. See Bitar, Bottero and Crosetti (note 32 above) 4. It is submitted that the concerns of the various delegates were similar to those expressed by scholars such as Vinje (note 87 above) 231-232 and Fitzpatrick (note 90 above) 219.
\textsuperscript{95} WIPO (note 94 above) 33-36 paragraph 253 (Delegation of the European Communities), paragraph 277 (Delegation of Brazil). See Vinje (note 87 above) 232 where he submits that Article 7(2) had the effect of not permitting an exception that would exempt an online service provider that was unknowingly involved in the unauthorized transmission of copies of works.
\textsuperscript{96} WIPO (note 94 above) 34 paragraph 257 (Delegation of Denmark).
\textsuperscript{97} WIPO (note 94 above) 36 paragraph 267 (Delegation of South Africa).
environment should not be expanded 'beyond its natural borders', and second, interrelated with the aforementioned, was that there should be a proper balance of the interests, the latter arising as a result of fear that the application of limitations of and exceptions to the right of reproduction in the digital environment may be affected.

The Chairman explained that Article 7(1) of the Basic Proposal was intended to simplify the notion that both permanent and temporary reproduction constituted reproduction within the scope of the right of reproduction contained in Article 9(1) the Berne Convention. The Chairman emphasized that the expression 'in any manner or form' reflected in Article 9(1) of the Berne Convention 'included the storage of a work in electronic medium and the act of uploading and downloading a work to or from the memory of a computer'. The Chairman explained further that Article 7(2) of the Basic Proposal was not intended to limit the application of the general provisions relating to limitations and exceptions contained in Article 9(2) of the Berne Convention.

It is submitted that, following debate of the issue, Article 1(4) was adopted. Article 1(4) of the WCT provides that the copyright owner's exclusive right of reproduction in respect of literary and artistic works as provided for in Article 9 of the Berne Convention would be extended in the digital environment by virtue of the provisions of the WCT. The agreed statement concerning article 1(4) of the WCT confirms that the right fully applies to the digital environment, in particular to the use of the works in digital form and

---

98 WIPO (note 94 above) 34 paragraph 256 (Delegation of Denmark) and paragraph 259 (Delegation of Netherlands).
99 WIPO (note 94 above) 33 paragraph 251.
100 WIPO (note 94 above) 33 paragraph 248. Article 9(1) of the Berne Convention provides that authors of literary and artistic works have the exclusive right of reproducing these works in any manner of form.
101 WIPO (note 94 above) 32 paragraph 247.
102 WIPO (note 94 above) 33 paragraph 249. Article 9(2) of the Berne Convention provides that 'it shall be a matter for legislation in the countries of the Union to permit the reproduction of such works in certain special cases, provided that such reproduction does not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work and does not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the author'. Article 9(2) contains what is generally referred to as the three-step test.
103 Consensus could not be reached on the aspect regarding the inclusion of temporary acts of reproduction within the scope of the right of reproduction at the Diplomatic Conference. Article 7 of the Basic Proposal was deleted and Article 1(4) was incorporated into the WCT.
104 Article 1(4) of the WCT.
it provides further that the storage of a protected work in digital form, in an electronic medium, constitutes a reproduction within the ambit of article 9 of the Berne Convention.

Although the delegations were at variance in the adoption of the terminology as reflected in Article 7(1) and (2), it is submitted that there was a general consensus that a temporary act of reproduction does constitute a reproduction. It was generally accepted further that a temporary act of reproduction should be treated as an exception when made while engaging in a fair use of the work or browsing the Internet or when the reproduction is incidental or transient in nature and is acceptable within the provisions of Article 9(2) of the Berne Convention.\textsuperscript{105} It is submitted that the concerns from the various delegations illustrate that an extensive right of reproduction, without appropriate limitations, would be detrimental to the enforcement of legitimate non-infringing activities such as fair use. It is, therefore, argued that the extension of a right of reproduction into the digital environment by South Africa must be carefully framed within the context of the system of copyright, which aims to balance the interests of the copyright owner with the interests of the larger public. This aspect is examined in further detail in Chapter IV.

2.3.1.2 The Right of Communication to the Public

The development of digital technologies and the Internet enables digital transmissions. A digital transmission is the transmission of works over computer networks such as the Internet.\textsuperscript{106} As much of the content that is transmitted over the Internet is subject to traditional copyright protection it became necessary to determine how a copyright owner would maintain control of digital transmissions of his work in the digital environment thus preventing against unauthorized transmissions and exploitation of his works.

\textsuperscript{105} Mr M Fiscor, the Assistant Director General of WIPO, emphasized, in this regard, that Article 7(1) of the Draft Treaty clarified the scope of the right of reproduction as contained in Article 9(1) of the Berne Convention and that Article 7(2) of the Draft Treaty dealt with special cases of exceptions that would be permitted as exceptions under Article 9(2) of the Berne Convention. See WIPO (note 94 above) 37 paragraph 273.

\textsuperscript{106} Pasquale, Dutra and Ouma (note 4 above) 10.
The right of communication to the public as contained in Article 10 of the Basic Proposal gained support, subject to minor amendments, from the delegations at the Diplomatic Conference.\textsuperscript{107} It was acknowledged as one of the most important provisions for the digital age as ‘it governed situations which were every day phenomena in the world of communication networks’\textsuperscript{108} such as the Internet. The term ‘communication’ is analogous to ‘transmission’ and the expression ‘communication to the public’ means making the work available to the public by any means or process but does not include making a work available to the public by distributing copies.\textsuperscript{109}

The WCT extended, in terms of the provisions of Article 8,\textsuperscript{110} the application of the right of communication to the public as contained in the Berne Convention\textsuperscript{111} to those categories of work that were not covered by the provisions, that is literary and artistic works, since advances in digital technology made it possible for all types of work to be communicated in the digital environment. For example ‘literary works, including computer programs are presently the main works that are communicated over networks’\textsuperscript{112} and it was, therefore, concerning that the provisions of the Berne Convention did not encompass these works.\textsuperscript{113}

\textsuperscript{107} WIPO (note 94 above) 41 paragraph 301 (Delegation of the United States of America), 41 paragraph 303 (Delegation of Hungary), 42 paragraphs 306-307 (Delegation of Australia) and 43 paragraph 309 (Delegation of the European Communities: the draft right of communication to the public was a reproduction of the proposal from the European Communities).

\textsuperscript{108} WIPO (note 94 above) 40 paragraph 299. See also 43 paragraph 309 where the Delegation of the European Communities expressed that the right of communication to the public is the cornerstone of the ‘digital agenda’.


\textsuperscript{110} Article 8 of the WCT states that ‘without prejudice to the provisions of the Articles 11(1)(ii), 11bis(1)(i) and (ii), 11ter(1)(ii), 14(1)(ii) and 14bis(1) of the Berne Convention, authors of literary and artistic works shall enjoy the exclusive right of authorizing any communication to the public of their works, by wire or wireless means, including the making available to the public of their works in such a way that members of the public may access these works from a place and at a time individually chosen by them’. The wording herein is very similar to the wording contained in the proposed right of communication to the public of the Basic Proposal, which is Article 10.

\textsuperscript{111} The rights of communication to the public provided for in the Berne Convention are: (1) Article 11(1)(ii) in respect of the communication of dramatic and musical works, (2) Article 11bis(1)(i) and (ii) in respect of the broadcasting and rebroadcasting of literary and artistic works, (3) Article 11ter(1)(ii) in respect of the public recitation of literary works, (4) Article 14(1)(ii) in respect of the public performance and communication by wire of literary works and (5) Article 14bis(1) in respect of cinematographic works that have been adapted and reproduced. These provisions were untouched but the scope of the right was extended to include all categories of work as this was necessitated by the challenges of the digital age.

\textsuperscript{112} Basic Proposal (note 73 above) notes 10.5 and 10.6 concerning Article 10.

\textsuperscript{113} Ibid.
The next part of the right of communication to the public relates to the making available to the public works to be accessed in an interactive network.\textsuperscript{114} It is, accordingly, submitted that the right of communication to the public would be implicated when a work, that is made available to the public, is accessed from a place and at a time individually chosen by a member of the public to view or listen to the contents thereof. This right is significant as it addresses the challenges of a copyright owner in the online environment of the Internet\textsuperscript{115} where unauthorized transmissions of works occur on a second to second basis. The right is most importantly understood as an essential means to control the digital communication of copyrighted works in the digital age and prevents against unauthorized use of works on the Internet.\textsuperscript{116}

It is submitted that the provisions of Article 8 then effectively provide the copyright owner with the right to control the communication of all categories of works that the Berne Convention does not apply to and it guarantees an exclusive right of control in respect of online transmissions.\textsuperscript{117}

2.3.1.3 The Right of Distribution

The right of distribution contained in Article 6 of the WCT provides the copyright owner with the exclusive right to authorize the distribution of originals and copies of works through sale or transfer of ownership.\textsuperscript{118} The Berne Convention does not recognize a right

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Article 8 of the WCT. See Bitar, Bottero and Crosetti (note 32 above) 32.
\item V Van Coppenhagen 'Copyright and the WIPO Copyright Treaty, With Specific Reference to the Rights Applicable in a Digital Environment and the Protection of Technological Protection Measures' (2002) \textit{SAL} 429, 439 where it is submitted that the right of communication to the public is suitable for the Internet as it includes an element of interaction.
\item Bitar, Bottero and Crosetti (note 32 above) 10-11.
\item One of the concerns that was expressed at the Diplomatic Conference related to the liability of innocent online service providers that provide facilities or enable the unauthorised transmission of works over computer networks. The Agreed Statement in relation to Article 8 of the WCT clarified this concern by providing that the online service provider would not be infringing the copyright owner's right of communication to the public by providing facilities or enabling the digital transmission of works. The effect of this provision is that the free flow of information over the Internet would not be affected. It is submitted that this would promote the access of information by the public in the digital environment and it follows that the creation of intellectual products by a second generation of writers would be encouraged, provided that the ability to effectively enforce exceptions such as fair dealing is not constrained.
\item Article 6 of the WCT provides that: '(1) Authors of literary and artistic works shall enjoy the exclusive right of authorizing the making available to the public of the original and copies of their works through sale
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
of distribution\textsuperscript{119} and many delegations at the Diplomatic Conference supported the adoption of this exclusive right. The agreed statement to article 6 of the WCT clarifies that the expression ‘copies’ and ‘original and copies’ refers specifically to fixed copies placed into circulation as tangible objects. While the right of distribution could be extended to include the transmissions of digital content,\textsuperscript{120} it is agreed that the right of communication to the public, as contained in Article 8 of the WCT, would appropriately and adequately apply to transmissions of digital content over the Internet as it includes an interactive element.\textsuperscript{121}

\subsection*{2.3.2 PART B: Limitations of and Exceptions to Copyright}

The delegations of the Diplomatic Conference emphasized the importance of preserving, in the digital environment, the delicate balance between the exclusive rights of the copyright owner and the interests of the public, which are incorporated in the traditional limitations and exceptions to copyright.\textsuperscript{122} The Delegation of India particularly highlighted that:

\begin{quote}
the change from a physical format to a digital format should not in any way curtail the various limitations applicable to science, research, education, public interest, public lending…\textsuperscript{123}
\end{quote}

\begin{itemize}
\item or transfer of ownership’ and ‘(2) Nothing in this Treaty shall affect the freedom of Contracting Parties to determine the conditions, if any, under which the exhaustion of the right in paragraph (1) applies after the first sale or other transfer of ownership of the original or a copy of the work with the authorization of the author.’ The right of distribution was proposed as two alternatives in Article 8 of the Draft Treaty: first as a right of distribution with a right of importation and second as a right of distribution. The second alternative was favoured at the Diplomatic Conference, to the exception of the United States of America, which favoured the first alternative (see WIPO (note 94 above) 19 paragraph 148). Article 6(1) of WCT which contains the right of distribution that was eventually adopted at the Diplomatic Conference reproduces the language that was contained in paragraph (8)(1) of Alternative two contained in the Basic Proposal.\textsuperscript{119}
\item The Delegation of the European Communities suggested that the gap created by not recognizing a right of reproduction in the Berne Convention should be removed by providing for a right of reproduction within the provision of the WCT. See WIPO (note 94 above) 17 paragraph 132.\textsuperscript{120}
\item Coppenhagen (note 115 above) 438.
\item Ibid 439.
\item WIPO (note 94 above) 70 paragraph 489 where it was emphasized by the Delegation of Denmark that traditional exceptions were important to education, scientific research, library activities and the interests of persons with handicaps.\textsuperscript{122}
\item WIPO (note 94 above) 70 paragraph 490.
\end{itemize}
The provisions relating to limitations of and exceptions to the exclusive rights of the copyright owner are contained in Article 10 of the WCT.\(^{124}\) There are two elements to the provision. First, limitations of and exceptions to the exclusive rights of copyright owners may be permitted in terms of the provisions of the WCT. These limitations and exceptions must be assessed in terms of a three-step test,\(^{125}\) which reproduces the provisions contained in Article 9(2) of the Berne Convention. Second, the limitations of and exceptions to the rights that are granted to the exclusive rights of the copyright owners in terms of the provisions of the Berne Convention may be permitted, subject to the three-step test.\(^{126}\) The three-step test includes the following conditions: (1) the limitations and exceptions must relate to special cases (2) the limitations and exceptions must not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work and (3) the limitations and exceptions must not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the author.

The first element of the provision allows for the formation by contracting parties of new limitations and exceptions\(^{127}\) while the second element of the provision allows for existing limitations and exceptions that have been considered acceptable under the Berne Convention to be applied and extended in the digital environment.\(^{128}\) It is submitted that Article 10 of the WCT recognizes the necessity to enforce traditional and additional limitations and exceptions in the digital environment. Further, the Preamble of the WCT

\(^{124}\) Article 10 of the WCT provides that \'(1) Contracting Parties may, in their national legislation, provide for limitations of or exceptions to the rights granted to the authors of literary and artistic works under this Treaty in certain special cases that do not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work and do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the author’ and \'(2) Contracting Parties shall, when applying the Berne Convention, confine any limitations of or exceptions to rights provided for therein to certain special cases that do not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work and do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the author’.

\(^{125}\) Article 10(1) of the WCT.

\(^{126}\) Article 10(2) of the WCT. In terms of Article 9(2) of the Berne Convention the three-step test applies to exceptions to the right of reproduction.

\(^{127}\) See agreed statements concerning Article 10 of the WCT.

\(^{128}\) Ibid. See also WIPO (note 94 above) 69 paragraph 485 where the Chairman, in addressing the Diplomatic Conference on the nature and scope of Article 12 of the Basic Proposal which related to limitations and exceptions, emphasized that ‘the important limitations and exceptions that were considered acceptable under the Berne Convention would still be permissible under the new Treaty, for example when relating to education, scientific research, the need for the general public for information to be made available in libraries and persons with a handicap that prevented them from using ordinary sources of information’.
emphasizes the importance of preserving the traditional system of copyright in the digital age by recognizing:—

the need to maintain a balance between the rights of authors and the larger public interest, particularly education, research and access to information, as reflected in the Berne Convention.

The aspect of limitations and exceptions will be discussed to a further extent in the next section.

2.3.3 PART C: Obligations Concerning Technological Protection Measures

2.3.3.1 The Advantages of Extending Legal Protection to Technological Measures

The general concept of technological protection measures has been discussed.129 The consideration of the adoption of an appropriate provision regarding the obligations of contracting parties in respect of the legal protection of technological protection measures was another controversial issue,130 which was intensely discussed at the Diplomatic Conference.131 Scholars132 recognize, on the one hand, that effective legal protection of technological measures would act as deterrent to the circumvention of such measures.133 Consequently the protection of copyrighted works against infringement in the digital environment could be effectively enforced.134 While the legal protection of technological measures is considered advantageous in the prevention of digital copyright infringement, scholars135 also highlight, on the other hand, that ‘copyright remains a powerful mechanism to control copyright infringement’136 in the digital environment. To this end, it is argued that an individual responsible for circumvention for infringing purposes of a technological measure that protects the exclusive rights of the copyright owner would be

129 See Chapter I.
130 Vinje (note 87 above) 234.
131 Vinje (note 87 above) 235.
132 Vinje (note 39 above) 198, 200 and Marks and Turnbull (note 31 above) 5.
133 Ibid.
134 Ibid.
136 Ibid.
liable for copyright infringement\textsuperscript{137} and could face an award of damages\textsuperscript{138} against him and the possibility of criminal liability.\textsuperscript{139} Consequently, it is questioned whether the prohibition against the circumvention of technological measures is necessary.\textsuperscript{140}

While it is recognized that the legal remedies available to a copyright owner, in terms of the existing copyright legislation, would be available to the copyright owner to combat digital copyright infringement, it is agreed that copyright legislation that is supplemented with provisions that prohibit the circumvention of technological measures would discourage individuals from engaging in unlawful infringing activities\textsuperscript{141} as such individuals would not only be faced with the prospect of liability in respect of copyright infringement but also in respect of the circumvention of technological measures.\textsuperscript{142} It is submitted that this powerful combination would inevitably result in a substantial reduction in digital copyright infringement. The consideration of the adoption of a provision regarding the legal protection of technological measures at the Diplomatic Conference will be considered next.

2.3.3.2 The Formulation of Article 11 of the WCT

The Chairman of the Committees of Experts formulated Article 13 of the Basic Proposal that addressed the issue of obligations of contracting parties relating to the legal protection of technological measures. Article 13 of the Basic Proposal was based, with

\textsuperscript{137} Coppenhagen (note 115 above) 445.
\textsuperscript{138} See section 24 of the Copyright Act.
\textsuperscript{139} See section 27 of the Copyright Act.
\textsuperscript{140} Coppenhagen (note 115 above) 445.
\textsuperscript{141} Vinje (note 39 above) 198, 200.
\textsuperscript{142} Ibid.
modifications, on the proposals received from the United States\textsuperscript{143} and the European Community.\textsuperscript{144} Article 13 of the Basic Proposal provided that:-

(1) Contracting Parties shall make unlawful the importation, manufacture or distribution, of protection-defeating devices, or the offer or performance of any service having the same effect, by any person knowing or having reasonable grounds to know that the device or service will be used for, or in the course of, the exercise of rights provided under this Treaty that is not authorized by the rightholder or the law.

(2) Contracting Parties shall provide for appropriate and effective remedies against the unlawful acts referred to in paragraph (1).

(3) As used in this Article “protection-defeating device” means any device, product or component incorporated into a device or product, the primary purpose or primary effect of which is to circumvent any process, treatment, mechanism or system that prevents or inhibits any of the acts covered by the rights under this Treaty.

The participating delegations disapproved of the inclusion of Article 13 of the Basic Proposal.\textsuperscript{145} The wording of Article 13 was problematic\textsuperscript{146} and the discussions of the delegations exposed various concerns\textsuperscript{147} regarding the abuse of technological protection measures by copyright owners: first, although there was a knowledge requirement on the part of a manufacturer, liability could be imposed on the manufacturer of devices that has significant non-infringing purposes if he had reason to know that ‘one of the thousand devices he had produced’\textsuperscript{148} would be used for infringing the exclusive rights of the copyright owner, second, technological measures could constrain access to works in the

\textsuperscript{143} Vinje (note 87 above) 235. The proposal from the United States received criticism as it applied an unrestricted prohibition on devices that have the primary purpose or effect of circumventing technological protection measures rather than analytically applying the prohibition to devices that were designed for circumventing technological measures for infringing purposes only. It is agreed the effect of such a widespread prohibition would have been destructive of the system of copyright. The proposal had the further effect of imposing liability on a manufacturer of a device even in circumstances where he had no knowledge that the device would be used for infringing purposes.

\textsuperscript{144} Vinje (note 87 above) 235. The proposal from the European Community also contained an across-the-board prohibition on circumvention devices. The proposal was, therefore, also controversial, the only difference being that the European Community imposed a knowledge requirement on the manufacturer. See also WIPO (note 94 above) 75 paragraph 515.

\textsuperscript{145} WIPO (note 94 above) 75-76 paragraph 517 (Delegation of Ghana), 76 paragraph 519 (Delegation of South Africa), 77 paragraph 521 (Delegation of Nigeria) and 78 paragraph 526 (Delegation of Singapore).

\textsuperscript{146} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{147} WIPO (note 94 above) 76 paragraph 518 (Delegation of the Republic of Korea).

\textsuperscript{148} Vinje (note 87 above) 234.
public domain\(^{149}\) and third technological measures may affect the balancing of the rights of copyright owners with the interests of the public.\(^{150}\) With regard to the latter concern, Vinje draws on the European scholars' views 'that a provision on technical protection systems such as Article 13 would have risked effectively rewriting the various existing exceptions out of the applicable copyright/author's rights laws'.\(^{151}\)

Notwithstanding the above concerns, there was a general consensus\(^{152}\) at the Diplomatic Conference that the legal protection of technological measures was important in the digital age to protect against digital copyright infringement.\(^{153}\) Consequentially, the delegations generally favoured the inclusion of a provision regarding the legal protection of technological measures.\(^{154}\) Various amendments to Article 13 were suggested to eradicate the aforementioned concerns.\(^{155}\) Most significantly, the delegation of South Africa recommended that the obligation of contracting parties should simply be the provision of adequate legal protection and effective legal remedies against the circumvention of technological measures.\(^{156}\) The extent of the protection was further defined by the delegation in terms of a systematic characterization that technological measures should have the following three characteristics: first, that they should be effective technological measures, second, that they should be used by copyright owners in connection with the exercise of their rights under the WCT and third, that they should restrict acts which were not authorized by the copyright owners or not permitted by

\(^{149}\) WIPO (note 94 above) 77 paragraph 523 (Delegation of Canada) and 80 paragraph 536 (Delegation of Australia).

\(^{150}\) WIPO (note 94 above) 77 paragraph 523 (Delegation of Canada), 78 paragraph 526 (Delegation of Singapore), 79 paragraph 529 (Delegation of the European Communities recognizing the importance of preserving the balance of the rights of copyright owners and the interests of the public when affording legal protection to technological protection measures) and 80 paragraph 535 (Delegation of the United Kingdom recognizing that Article 13 may affect legitimate activities).

\(^{151}\) Vinje (note 87 above) 234.

\(^{152}\) WIPO (note 94 above) 77 paragraph 523 (Delegation of Canada), 80 paragraph 535 (Delegation of the United Kingdom) and 81 paragraph 540 (Delegation of Hungary).

\(^{153}\) Ibid.

\(^{154}\) WIPO (note 94 above) 75 paragraph 518 (Delegation of the Republic of Korea), 76 paragraph 519 (Delegation of South Africa), 77 paragraph 523 (Delegation of Canada), 77-78 paragraph 525 (Delegation of the United States), 78 paragraph 526 (Delegation of Singapore), 79 paragraph 531 (Delegation of Jamaica), 79-80 paragraph 532 (Delegation of New Zealand), 80 paragraph 535 (Delegation of the United Kingdom), 80 paragraph 536 (Delegation of Australia) 81 paragraph 539 (Delegation of Germany) and 80 paragraph 540 (Delegation of Hungary).

\(^{155}\) WIPO (note 94 above) 123 paragraph 823.

\(^{156}\) WIPO (note 94 above) 76 paragraph 519.
The Diplomatic Conference adopted the amendment suggested by the delegation of South Africa, which is set out in Article 11 of the WCT and reads as follows:

Contracting Parties shall provide adequate legal protection and effective legal remedies against the circumvention of effective technological protection measures that are used by authors in connection with the exercise of their rights under this Treaty or the Berne Convention and that restrict acts, in respect of their works, which are not authorized by the authors concerned or permitted by law.

The scope of the protection required by contracting parties in the implementation of Article 11 of the WCT will be considered next.

2.3.3.3 The Scope of Protection of Article 11

The provisions of Article 11 require contracting parties to provide legal protection against the circumvention of technological measures that:

- are effective;
- are used by copyright owners to exercise their copyright rights in relation to the protected copyrighted work; and
- restrict acts that are not authorized by copyright owners or permitted by law.

Each of these elements will be discussed in turn.

2.3.3.3.1 ‘Effective technological protection measures’

Dr I Kerr, A Maurushat and C S Tacit confirm that the WCT does not provide any guidance in relation to the meaning of the word ‘effective’ in this context and suggest that ‘one relatively uncontroversial conclusion that can be drawn from the presence of the

---

157 Ibid.
158 Kerr, Maurushat and Tacit (note 158 above) 7.
159 Ibid.
160 Ibid.
161 Ibid.
word ‘effective’ in these provisions is that not every technological protection measure is subject to legal protection.¹⁶² The word ‘effective is clearly meant to limit the parameters of the legal protection afforded to technological protection measures.’¹⁶³

2.3.3.3.2 ‘Used by authors to exercise copyright rights’

Kerr, Maurushat and Tacit provide a simple interpretation of this phrase that the technological protection measure must be used by the copyright owner in association with the rights afforded to him by copyright legislation,¹⁶⁴ for example to exercise control over the distribution, communication to the public and the reproduction of his works.¹⁶⁵

2.3.3.3.3 ‘To restrict acts in respect of their works which are not authorized by the author concerned or permitted by law’

It has been established in this section that the scope of the legal protection of a technological measure is linked to the protection of copyright. It is submitted that it follows that a technological measure will be protected, within the context of Article 11, if it protects an exclusive act of the copyright owner that the user is not permitted to exercise as the act has not been authorized by the copyright owner or is not recognized as an exception. Thus the technological measure must protect the contents of the work against copyright infringement. It is submitted further that the corollary of this interpretation is that legal protection against the circumvention of a technological measure will not be required where the circumvention is for purposes of exercising a legitimate use such as the fair use exception to the exclusive rights of the copyright owner.

Kerr, Maurushat & Tacit argue that a literal interpretation of the first and second elements suggest that ‘technological protection measures must restrict acts that are

¹⁶² Kerr, Maurushat and Tacit (note 158 above) 8.
¹⁶³ Ibid.
¹⁶⁴ Ibid.
¹⁶⁵ These are the exclusive rights of the copyright owner and relate specifically to the protection of copyright rights.
protected by copyright law in order to qualify for legal interpretation pursuant to Article 11 of the WCT.\textsuperscript{166} Kerr, Maurushat & Tacit, however, argue further that Article 11 of the WCT provides contracting parties with an indeterminate measure of flexibility that could perhaps lead to the interpretation that legal protection should be extended to technological protection measures that prevent access to copyrighted works.\textsuperscript{167} It is submitted that this interpretation would clearly extend the scope of protection beyond the boundaries of copyright legislation, as the system of copyright does not afford a copyright owner the exclusive right to control access of his work. It is submitted further this interpretation would contradict the general objectives of the WCT, which aims to maintain the application of the traditional system of copyright in the digital environment by protecting copyright owners and the greater interests of the public equally.\textsuperscript{168}

It is submitted that had it been the intention of the WCT to extend protection beyond the borders of copyright legislation then it would have been expressly provided. It is, accordingly, agreed that the extent of protection of technological measures provided for in Article 11 WCT thus primarily corresponds to the extent of protection provided by copyright legislation.\textsuperscript{169} The nature of legal protection that is required, in the framework of Article 11, against the circumvention of these technological measures will be examined next.

\textbf{2.3.3.4 The Nature of Legal Protection of Article 11}

Article 11 provides that contracting parties must afford ‘adequate legal protection against the circumvention of technological protection measures’. It is argued that adequate legal protection against the circumvention of technological protection measures could be

\textsuperscript{166} Kerr, Maurushat & Tacit (note 158 above) 9.
\textsuperscript{167} See also Kerr, Maurushat & Tacit (note 158 above) 9 where it is noted that scholars such as J de Werra have interpreted Article 11 to extend to the protection of access control measures.
\textsuperscript{168} It is argued in further detail in Chapter III that a form of protection of this nature would result in extensive protection being afforded to the copyright owner to the detriment of the enforcement of exceptions to the exclusive rights of the copyright owner.
provided in three forms within the context of Article 11.170 The first form limits the scope of the prohibition to an act of circumvention of the technological protection measure.171 The second form aims at the prohibition of the preparatory acts to circumvention. The preparatory acts would include the manufacture, importation and distribution of devices or the provision of services that would facilitate the circumvention of technological protection measures.172 This is usually referred to as the anti-trafficking provision. The third form extends the prohibition to both acts of circumvention and the trafficking in circumvention devices.173

The forms of legal protection that could fall within the scope of Article 11 have been classified. The relevant issue that follows is to determine which form of legal protection the provisions of Article 11 of the WCT require contracting parties to implement. It has been argued that the WCT does not expressly state whether legal protection should be provided against the act of circumvention or to devices that are manufactured and distributed to circumvent the technological measure.174 In fact, it has been argued that Article 11 is silent on the issue altogether.175 It is convincingly argued by others, however, that Article 11 clearly refers to the act of circumvention and not to the manufacture and distribution of circumvention devices.176

Dean Marks and Bruce Turnbull argue that it would be insufficient to implement an approach that prohibits an act of circumvention only.177 It is argued further by these scholars that it would be more appropriate to extend the prohibition to devices that are designed to circumvent technological protection measures.178 Vinje, on the other hand,
strongly advocates for an approach that sanctions an act of circumvention only.\textsuperscript{179} He believes that a prohibition that extends to devices or preparatory acts might eviscerate the enforcement of exceptions to the rights of copyright owners.\textsuperscript{180}

Marks and Turnbull forcefully argue for the implementation of rigid anti-circumvention legislation.\textsuperscript{181} It is argued by these scholars that the formulation of any possible exceptions to the general rule against circumvention should be 'narrowly crafted and restricted to special cases that do not defeat the normal functioning and application of protection technologies.'\textsuperscript{182} They argue further that as technological measures are unable to distinguish between circumvention that is infringing or non-infringing, it would be more appropriate to apply exceptions to the anti-circumvention legislation in terms of a defined individual conduct.\textsuperscript{183}

It is submitted that Marks and Turnbull do not appear to demonstrate significant concern for the adverse consequences that a strong all-encompassing circumvention prohibition may have on the system of copyright.\textsuperscript{184} While they provide a model for the application of exceptions to the prohibition on acts of circumvention, they simultaneously remain forceful that the prohibition of circumvention-defeating devices should remain firm and not be weakened.\textsuperscript{185} It is submitted that approach then, by implication, appears to argue against the ban on circumvention devices being lifted in certain circumstances. The basis of their reasoning seems to be that the manufacture and distribution of the circumvention devices, notwithstanding the fact that they have the ability to circumvent for legitimate

\textsuperscript{179} Vinje (note 39 above) 197. See also Vinje (note 87 above) 235 where it is submitted that other areas that may be affected by a device prohibition are legitimate dual use technology and works in the public domain.
\textsuperscript{180} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{181} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{182} Marks and Turnbull (note 31 above) 9.
\textsuperscript{183} Ibid. Marks and Turnbull draw on the anti-circumvention provisions of the United States Digital Millennium Copyright Act and the exceptions provided therein. They express the view that the narrow exceptions provided to the prohibition of the circumvention of access controls aim to preserve a balance and prevent the exceptions from ‘nullifying’ the anti-circumvention legislation.
\textsuperscript{184} Ibid. Marks and Turnbull argue that the use of technological measures has to date not displayed that fair use exceptions are restricted and that they will have such an effect in the future.
\textsuperscript{185} Ibid. Marks and Turnbull argue that ‘because devices and services, by their very nature, cannot be restricted to particular uses, exceptions to anti-circumvention laws do not appear well suited to devices and services’.
purposes, should be banned as they could be used for infringing purposes. They argue that this would effectively undermine anti-circumvention legislation.

It is submitted that the rigid approach preferred by Marks and Turnbull would potentially threaten the delicate balance of the system of copyright. This effect is illustrated in the example that follows. A technological measure that is, for example, engaged by a copyright owner to protect his work from infringing uses could also prevent legitimate non-infringing uses, such as fair dealing for educational purposes. An activity could be infringing in certain circumstances but permitted as a legitimate non-infringing exception in other circumstances. A technological measure cannot, therefore, be designed to distinguish infringing conduct from non-infringing conduct and is, in the circumstances, blind as to which conduct is infringing or non-infringing. The user’s right to use the work, in these circumstances, for fair dealing purposes would be compromised. It is submitted that, in terms of the approach submitted by Marks and Turnbull, there would no lawful circumvention device available to facilitate circumvention of the technological measure. It would be immaterial that this conduct is exempted from the prohibition against the circumvention of the technological measure or that it is recognized as a traditional exception to the exclusive rights of the copyright owner as the equipment that is required to facilitate the exception would be prohibited.

It is agreed that infringement would be effectively minimized should the nature of the legal protection apply to the manufacture and distribution of circumvention devices, as the source that facilitates the infringement would be eliminated. It is, however, recognized that an all-encompassing approach of this nature could conceivably have a profound effect on the delicate balance of the system of copyright. It is submitted that

186 Ibid. Marks and Turnbull argue that circumvention devices or services are incapable of distinguishing between uses that are permitted (such as exceptions) and uses that not permitted by copyright law.
187 Ibid.
188 Marks and Turnbull (note 31 above) 6.
189 Marks and Turnbull (note 31 above) 9-10 where it is argued that the prohibition of circumvention devices must extend to all devices.
190 The effect that an all-encompassing approach as suggested by Marks and Turnbull (see note 189) on the enforcement of exceptions such as fair dealing will be examined in detail in Chapter III. Suffice to say, for the purposes of this section, that the prohibition of circumvention of all devices would also cover the manufacture and distribution of circumvention devices that would facilitate non-infringing legitimate
the WCT would never have intended to sanction an approach that may eradicate the application of exceptions such as fair dealing. Vinje fittingly summarises the nature of protection required under Article 11 in the following statement:

This provision has the great advantage of applying to the act of circumvention, rather than to the manufacture or distribution of the device used to engage in the circumvention. This focus on acts facilitating infringement follows the tradition of copyright law, and avoids the problems inherent in any provision focusing instead on devices. In particular, it avoids threatening legitimate dual-use technology, diminution of the public domain and evisceration of copyright exceptions. By assuring that the sphere of application of the circumvention provision corresponds to that of copyright infringement, the Copyright Treaty preserves the delicate copyright balance.\(^\text{191}\)

Although Article 11 does not expressly provide for the manner in which contracting parties must arrange the legal protection of technological measures, considering the general objectives of the WCT and drawing on the various concerns highlighted by delegations at the Diplomatic Conference and scholars alike that technological protection measures may be abused by copyright owners to the detriment of the system of copyright, it is agreed that the nature of legal protection required by Article 11 of the WCT applies to the act of circumvention.\(^\text{192}\)

It is submitted that contracting parties are obligated, in the context of Article 11 of the WCT, to provide adequate legal protection against the circumvention of technological protection measures that are used by copyright owners, in relation to their copyrighted works, to prevent or restrict their exclusive rights or acts that are not permitted by law. It is, therefore, understood that the circumvention of technological measures that protect the rights of the copyright owner must be prohibited if it is conducted for the purposes of committing infringement of copyright. It follows from this classification that the circumvention of technological measures for the purposes of engaging in fair use of the work must be permitted.

\(^{191}\) Vinje (note 87 above) 235.  
\(^{192}\) Vinje (note 87 above) 235. See also Koelman (note 169 above) 272.
While it has been established that the nature of the provision of Article 11 requires that contracting parties provide protection against the act of circumversion of a technological measure for infringing purposes, it has also been acknowledged that legal protection against circumvention devices would be beneficial to the fight against digital copyright piracy. It is, accordingly, argued that contracting parties should perhaps implement the legal protection of technological measures to include the prohibition against circumvention devices. It is, however, agreed, that a provision of this nature must be cautiously drafted to exclude only circumvention devices that are manufactured and distributed for the purposes of facilitating the infringement of copyright.\textsuperscript{193} It is submitted that a minimalist approach such as this would ensure that the effective enforcement of exceptions would be maintained and would accordingly comply with the general objectives of the WCT.\textsuperscript{194} The possibility that the legal protection should perhaps be extended to circumvention devices will be discussed in further detail in Chapter III.

\textbf{2.4 Conclusion}

It is submitted that the aforementioned analysis of the provisions of the WCT demonstrates that protection of the exclusive rights of the copyright owner against copyright infringement in the digital age is important. First, the provisions of the WCT clarifies that the application of the right of reproduction, which is accepted as the most fundamental right as it provides the copyright owner with the ability to control the economic exploitation of his works, fully applies to the digital environment and includes the storage of works in digital form in an electronic medium such as the Internet. Most significantly, the negotiations at the Diplomatic Conference confirm that extensive protection would inhibit the effective enforcement of limitations of and exceptions to the exclusive rights of the copyright owner. Second, the provisions of the WCT appropriately modified the application of the right of communication in the digital environment. It is agreed that this right is perhaps the key element in the copyright owner’s ability to control digital transmission of works over the Internet. Third, the provisions of the WCT

\textsuperscript{193} Vinje (note 87 above) 235. The all-encompassing approach suggested by Marks and Turnbull in respect of the prohibition of circumvention devices must be avoided.

\textsuperscript{194} This aspect will be studied in further detail in Chapter III.
developed a right of distribution for the copyright owner to maintain control in the digital environment over the distribution of fixed copies of his works that are circulated as physical objects.

The WCT simultaneously states that the enforcement of limitations of and exceptions to the exclusive rights of the copyright owner in the digital age are equally important. It is submitted that the provisions of the WCT, supplemented by the preamble, illustrate the WIPO’s commitment to preserve the traditional enforcement of limitations and exceptions, particularly in the interests of education, research and access to information.

It is submitted that the provisions of the WCT similarly recognize that the legal protection against the act of circumvention of technological measures, which are used by copyright owners to protect their works against copyright infringement, for infringing purposes is essential. The preamble of the WCT establishes that it is essential that the delicate balance between the rights of the copyright owner and the interests of the public to exercise exceptions such as fair dealing must be preserved while providing for the protection of technological measures. It is submitted that the WCT appropriately establishes a framework for contracting parties to balance the technological provisions with the enforcement of exceptions.

It follows from the above that the implementation by contracting parties of the provisions of the WCT in respect of the exclusive rights of the copyright owner and the technological protection measures must be carefully balanced to ensure that the application of traditional exceptions such as fair dealing is not restricted. It has been outlined in this chapter that the protection of exclusive rights and technological protection measures that extend beyond the boundaries of copyright law could be detrimental to the system of copyright. The next chapter examines the controversial implementation models of the provisions of Article 11 by the United States and the European Union and the effect that these models could have on the interests of the public to access information and to enforce exceptions for fair dealing purposes such as education or research.

3.1 Introduction

It has been established that the use of technological protection measures is a valuable key for copyright owners to counter massive copyright infringement in the digital age.\(^{195}\) It has further been acknowledged that these measures require legal protection\(^{196}\) to ensure first that they are respected and second to deter circumvention of these measures for the purposes of committing an act of copyright infringement.\(^{197}\) To this end it has been recognized that the implementation of Article 11 of the WCT, which requires contracting parties to provide adequate legal protection against the circumvention of technological measures, is essential. Many contracting parties have to date implemented the WCT.\(^{198}\)

The implementation models of the United States and the European Union have attracted dramatic responses, particularly the controversial provisions on the legal protection of technological measures that have been reported to extend beyond the scope of the protection that has been provided in Article 11 of the WCT. This chapter undertakes a critical examination, in the context of the requirements of Article 11, of each of the implementation models of the United States and the European Union to determine the effect that the protection provided has on the enforcement of traditional exceptions to the exclusive rights of the copyright owner.

---

\(^{195}\) See Chapter I and II.

\(^{196}\) See Chapter II.

\(^{197}\) Marks & Turnbull (note 31 above) 3.

\(^{198}\) The WCT has, at 1 August 2004, been implemented by 53 countries (statistics obtained from http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/statistics/StatsResults.jsp?treaty_id=16&lang=en) and the WPPT has been implemented by 51 countries (statistics obtained from http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/statistics/StatsResults.jsp?treaty_id=20) (date accessed: 1 August 2005).
The adverse implications that extensive prohibitions on circumvention devices, narrowly crafted exceptions to the circumvention prohibition, a ‘right of access’ and ‘digital lock’ could have on the enforcement of exceptions such as fair dealing underlies the analysis. A comparative analysis between the provisions of the United States and the European Union is incorporated in the examination to identify challenging areas and lessons for South Africa when ratifying the WCT. Further, a discussion on alternative approaches that respect the traditional system of copyright is discussed to a certain extent. Part A, which relates to the analysis of the anti-circumvention provisions of the United States follows.

3.2 PART A: Implementation of Article 11 of the WCT by the United States: The Digital Millennium Copyright Act, 1998

3.2.1 Introduction

On 28 October 1998 the United States President Bill Clinton signed into legislation the Digital Millennium Copyright Act\(^{199}\) to revise the Copyright Act\(^{200}\) to respond to the challenges of the digital age and to implement the provisions of the WCT and the WPPT. The DMCA consists of five titles.\(^{201}\) Title I ‘WIPO Copyright and Performances and Phonograms Treaties Implementation Act of 1998’, implements the Internet treaties.\(^{202}\) The most controversial aspect of the implementation by the United States is of Article 11

of the WCT that requires contracting parties to provide adequate legal protection against the circumvention of technological measures.203

2.2.2 Summary of the Anti-Circumvention and Anti-Trafficking Provisions of section 1201 of the DMCA

Section 1201 of the DMCA204 regulates the provisions relating to the legal protection of technological measures. First, the provision of section 1201(a)(1)(A) prohibits the circumvention of a technological measure that effectively controls access to a work. A technological protection measure which, in the ordinary course of its operation, requires the application of information, or a process or a treatment, with the authority of the copyright owner to gain access to a work, ‘effectively controls access to a work’.205 Within the framework of this provision, circumvention of a technological measure is defined as the descrambling of a scrambled work, decrypting of an encrypted work or otherwise to avoid, bypass, remove, deactivate, or impair a technological measure, without the authority of the copyright owner.206

The second form of protection is contained in section 1201(a)(2). In terms of this provision, the manufacturing, importing, offering to the public, providing or otherwise trafficking in any technology, product, service, device, component, or part thereof that first, is primarily designed or produced for the purpose of circumventing a technological measure that effectively controls access to a work that is protected in terms of Title 17,207 or second, has only a limited commercially significant purpose or use other than to circumvent such an access control measure,208 or third, is marketed with knowledge for use in circumventing such an access control measure.209

204 Section 103 amended Title 17 of the United States Code by adding Chapter 12. This chapter is titled ‘Copyright Protection and Management Systems’ and contains the provisions of section 1201.
205 Section 1201(a)(3)(A).
206 Section 1201(a)(2)(A).
207 Section 1201(a)(2)(B).
208 Section 1201(a)(2)(C).
The third form of protection is contained in section 1201(b)(1). In terms of this provision the manufacturing, importing, offering to the public, providing or otherwise trafficking in any technology, product, service, device, component, or part thereof that first, is primarily designed or produced for the purpose of circumventing a technological measure that effectively protects a copyrighter owners right under Title 17 in a work,\textsuperscript{210} or second, has only a limited commercially significant purpose or use other than to circumvent such a rights control measure,\textsuperscript{211} or third, is marketed with knowledge for use in circumventing such a measure.\textsuperscript{212} A technological measure ‘effectively protects a right of a copyright owner’, if in the ordinary course of its operation, it prevents, restricts, or otherwise limits the exercise of a right of a copyright owner under Title 17.\textsuperscript{213} The circumvention of such a technological measure in this context is defined as avoiding, bypassing, removing, deactivating, or otherwise impairing a technological measure.\textsuperscript{214}

It is accordingly submitted that the provisions of section 1201 establish the following three forms of protection in respect of technological measures:-

- legal protection against the circumvention of access control technological measures,
- legal protection against the trafficking of devices or services that facilitate the circumvention of access control technological measures, and
- legal protection against the trafficking of devices or services that facilitate the circumvention of rights control technological measures.

It is evident that the anti-circumvention legislation distinguishes between access control measures and rights control measures. Each of the aforementioned provisions of section 1201 of the DMCA will be discussed in turn.

\textsuperscript{210} section 1201(b)(1)(A).
\textsuperscript{211} section 1201(b)(1)(B).
\textsuperscript{212} section 1201(b)(1)(C).
\textsuperscript{213} section 1201(2)(B).
\textsuperscript{214} section 1201(2)(A).
3.2.3 Analysis of the Effect of Section 120(a)(1)(A): Legal Protection of Access Control Measures

3.2.3.1 The General Scope of the Right of Access

Professor Jane C Ginsburg defines an ‘access right’ as ‘the right to control the manner in which members of the public apprehend the work’.\(^{215}\) She suggests that the justification for the United States Congress providing an access right in the DMCA could be attributed to the change in the economics of exploiting works in the digital environment.\(^{216}\) It has been established that advances in digital technology facilitated exploitation of copyrighted works on a higher level.\(^{217}\) It became almost too simplistic to make pirated copies of works that were of a high quality.\(^{218}\) Consequently, copyright owners witnessed a shift in power in their ability to protect their copyright rights in the digital age.\(^{219}\) Professor Ginsburg argues that the evolution of an access right would counter this primary form of exploitation of copyrighted works in the digital age.\(^{220}\) She believes that this right is ‘a necessary and integral component of copyright law…’\(^{221}\) She does, however, submit that this right should ‘be subject to limitations and exceptions analogous to those that constrain ‘copy’ right’.\(^{222}\) It is however submitted that it is questionable whether the legal protection of this right, even with exceptions, would respect the boundaries of copyright and its delicate balance.

It appears that the DMCA, by prohibiting the circumvention of access control measures under section 1201(a)(1)(A), has generated a new right of access for the copyright owner.\(^{223}\) The balance of control seems to be moving back to copyright owners as they

\(^{217}\) See Chapter I.
\(^{218}\) Ginsburg (note 215 above) 2.
\(^{219}\) Ginsburg (note 215 above) 1-2.
\(^{220}\) Ginsburg (note 216 above) 2, Ginsburg (note 215 above) 1, 8.
\(^{221}\) Ginsburg (note 215 above) 16-17.
\(^{222}\) Ginsburg (note 215 above) 3.
\(^{223}\) Ginsburg (note 216 above) 2.
can now in terms of an access measure control the manner in which a user perceives the protected work, which entails viewing, reading and listening to the contents of the work.\textsuperscript{224} The protection may even restrict the user from making a physical copy of the contents of the work.\textsuperscript{225} An access control measure would, apart from controlling access to a work, also effectively control the use and enjoyment of the work.\textsuperscript{226} Despite the fact that an access control measure may provide a means for copyright owners to effectively control exploitation and infringements of digital copyrighted works, various concerns have arisen from scholars in respect of extending legal protection to access control measures.\textsuperscript{227} Scholars are of the view that the legal protection of access control measures grants to the copyright owner a ‘new de facto’ right.\textsuperscript{228} It is submitted that these concerns are compelling as this new right now enables the copyright owner to control access, a freedom that is not normally granted to him by the traditional system of copyright. It is submitted that the copyright owner’s authority would be unprecedented to the system of copyright, which does not impede on the user’s ability to use and enjoy the contents of the work, a copy of which he legitimately obtained. The scope of section 1201(a)(1)(A) of the DMCA, which effectively provides the copyright owner with a right of access, will be examined to establish the challenges that this new form of protection presents to the system of copyright.

\textsuperscript{224} Ginsburg (note 215 above) 2.

\textsuperscript{225} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{226} Ginsburg (note 215 above) 7. It is submitted that the position in the analogue world is different. Once a user purchases a copyrighted work, copyright does not empower the copyright owner to control the user’s use and enjoyment of the work. A user may view the contents of the analogue copy of the work infinitely but an access control measure such as a pay per listen system may restrain the number of times a user can listen to the work. See Koelman (note 169 above) 276 regarding pay per use systems.


\textsuperscript{228} Dusollier (note 227 above) 291. See also Koelman (note 169 above) 276 and Garlick (note 37 above) 959.
3.2.3.2 The Nature and Scope of the Legal Protection of section 1201(a)(1)(A):
Prohibition of Acts of Circumvention

The provisions of the DMCA regarding the legal protection of access control measures have been criticized as it exceeds the scope of protection required by Article 11 of the WCT. 229 Although Professor Ginsburg demonstrates optimism in the advantages of recognizing such a right, she also questions whether the provisions of the DMCA provide excessive protection to the copyright owner. 230 Professor Ginsburg distinguishes between two notions of access: ‘access to a work’ 231 and ‘access to a copy of a work’. 232 The latter addresses the notion of access within the context of the traditional copyright system. 233 This access is analogous to the copyright owner’s right to distribute copies of the work. 234 The former relates to access within the framework of section 1201(a)(1)(A) of the DMCA. 235 The nature of access that is protected by the provisions of the above section is separate from the ‘right of a copyright holder’ 236 that is protected by the provisions of section 1201(b). 237 Professor Ginsburg agrees that this form of protection goes beyond traditional copyright prerogatives 238 and expands the exclusive rights of the copyright owner to control the ‘use’ of his work. 239 Scholars argue that section 1201(a)(1)(A) impacts on the enforcement of exceptions to copyright such as fair use. 240 This argument will be considered in the next sub-section.

229 Vinje (note 39 above) 205. See also Samuelson (note 203 above) 519, 522, 562-563 and Garlick (note 37 above) 959.
230 Ginsburg (note 216 above) 11.
231 Ginsburg (note 216 above) 3.
232 Ibid.
233 Ibid.
234 Ibid.
235 Ibid.
236 Ibid 4.
237 Ibid.
238 Ibid 2.
239 Ibid 4.
240 Lessig (note 227 above) 537. See also Garlick (note 37 above) 955-959 and Cohen (note 203 above) 240.
3.2.3.3 Exceptions to Section 1201(a)(1)(A)

One of the primary concerns is that access control measures will permit copyright owners to digitally lock-up their works. Scholars argue that this digital lock-up would have the effect of constraining or even preventing users from exercising traditionally accepted exceptions to the exclusive rights of the copyright owner. While other scholars convincingly argue that access control measures would not affect the enforcement of exceptions such as fair use, as this issue only becomes applicable after access to a protected work has been legitimately obtained, it is submitted that the access control payment system that appears to be promoted by section 1201(a)(1)(A) of the DMCA would affect a user’s ability to freely access protected information for fair use purposes.

It is submitted further that the user would effectively, in terms of section 1201(a)(1)(A), be prohibited from circumventing the access control measure to engage in the fair use of the contents of the protected information. It is agreed that there is merit in the argument that fair use does not, in the traditional sense, permit a user to break into a library to steal a book. By the same analogy fair use would not allow the user in the digital environment to circumvent an access control measure that protects the contents of a copyrighted work. It is, however, argued that the user of the book at the library would not be subject to a payment system that allows him access. It is submitted that this arrangement operates on the traditional understanding that the system of copyright does not provide the copyright owner with the ability to control or even prevent access to his works. To this end, it is submitted that section 1201(a)(1)(A) extends beyond the

---

242 Heide (note 37 above) 324. See generally Garlick (note 37 above). See also Cohen (note 203 above) 237 where she argues that the general effect of the DMCA is likely to narrow the scope of privileged uses such as fair use.
243 Ibid.
244 Ginsburg (note 215 above) 11.
245 Ibid.
246 Garlick (note 37 above) 577 where it is submitted that it appears that Congress has endorsed a pay-per-use system through the strict technological protection provisions of the DMCA.
247 Samuelson (note 203 above) 539 where she draws on the comments from the copyright industries, particularly the Association of America Publishers, which forcefully represented that ‘the fair use doctrine has never given anyone a right to break other laws for the stated purpose of exercising the fair use privilege...’.
parameters of traditional copyright and that the digital-lock up that it permits restricts the enforcement of fair use exceptions by the greater public. Moreover, it is agreed that the digital-lock up mechanism of 1201(a)(1)(A) of the DMCA could have disastrous consequences for access to information by developing countries as it facilitates the expansion of the digital divide between the ‘haves’ and the ‘have nots.’ Hiba A Bitar, Nicola Bottero and Francesca Crosetti submit in their discussion of this issue, in the context of the DMCA, that:

It is indeed evident that to limit the right to access a work coincides with limiting the right of the public to derive facts or ideas from the work in question. Only those who are willing to pay have the opportunity to access the work. This situation puts in danger the effectiveness of the fair use doctrine.

It is therefore submitted that fair use exceptions to copyright that would advance the areas of education, knowledge, research and participation in the digital economy, by developing countries through the benefits of the information infrastructure, would be significantly threatened by the consequences of the access control provisions of section 1201(a)(1)(A). The provisions of section 1201(a)(1)(A) are, however subject to a list of exceptions. These exceptions will be examined in the next sub-section to determine whether the circumvention of access control measures for the purposes of engaging in traditional copyright exceptions have been preserved.

In response to the merit in the arguments raised by the public interest groups of the effect that section 1201(a)(1)(A) may have, the United States Congress negotiated exceptions to the prohibition of the circumvention of access control measures as there were clearly non-infringing purposes for circumventing technological measures. The final

248 This submission is made in the understanding that under-privileged users who do not have the means to pay to access the work, which is only available in digital form, would be affected in their ability to exercise fair use exceptions in relation to the contents of the protected work.

249 See Garlick (note 37 above) 945 where he defines the ‘digital divide’ as ‘the gap between those who can effectively access and use new information and communication tools, such as the Internet, and those who cannot’.

250 Garlick (note 37 above) 943. See also Okedji (note 4 above) 11 for a general discussion on the effect of expansive copyright and ‘para-copyright’ laws such as the DMCA on the digital divide and access to information.

251 Bitar, Bottero and Crosetti (note 32 above) 16

252 Samuelson (note 203 above) 542. See also Vinje (note 39 above) 202.
text of the DMCA provides exemptions for nonprofit libraries, archives and educational institutions, law enforcement, intelligence and other government activities, reverse engineering of computer programs, encryption research, the protection of minors, the protection of personally identifying information, and security testing. The relevant exceptions will be discussed in turn.

3.2.3.3.1 Non-Profit Libraries, Archives and Educational institutions

A non-profit library, archives or educational institution is exempted from circumventing an access control measure in order to gain access to a commercially exploited copyrighted work for the sole purpose of making a determination in good faith of whether to obtain a copy of that work. Consequently the provision is generally referred to as the ‘shopping privilege’. The provision does not clarify whether it is permissible to manufacture and distribute circumvention devices that would facilitate the operation of the exception. It is submitted that this shortfall recognizes one of the uncertainties of the anti-circumvention provisions of the DMCA. The provision could, however, by implication be understood to permit the manufacture and distribution of devices enabling circumvention for the purposes of this section. In any event it appears that the interpretation is insignificant as the beneficiaries of this exception argue that the exemption is insignificant in so far as copyright owners would ensure that the copyrighted work, which is protected by an access control measure, is made available to potential consumers to access without any difficulty.
Law Enforcement, Intelligence and other Government Activities

This exception\textsuperscript{265} allows for the manufacture and distribution of devices that are designed to circumvent access control and rights control technological measures\textsuperscript{266} for any lawfully authorized investigative, protective, information security or intelligence activity that is conducted by an officer, agent or employee of the United States.

Reverse engineering

This exception\textsuperscript{267} permits a person who has lawfully obtained the right to use a copy of a computer program to circumvent the access control measure that prevents the access of such computer program. The sole purpose of the circumvention must be to identify and analyse elements of the program that are necessary to achieve interoperability of a computer program that has been created independently with other computer programs. The exception further permits the manufacture and distribution of devices that are designed to circumvent access control and rights control technological measures that protect the contents of a computer program for the purposes of this exception.\textsuperscript{268} This provision, unlike the one relating to library, archives and educational institutions legitimatizes the development and production of devices that are required to facilitate the circumvention of technological measures to benefit from this exception.

Encryption research

Encryption research\textsuperscript{269} is defined in the legislation as ‘activities that are necessary to identify flaws and vulnerabilities of encryption technologies\textsuperscript{270} applied to copyrighted works’.\textsuperscript{271} These activities are permitted, within the framework of this exception, if they

\textsuperscript{265} Section 1201(e).
\textsuperscript{266} This is an exemption from section 1201(a)(2) and section 1201(b).
\textsuperscript{267} Section 1201(f).
\textsuperscript{268} This is an exemption from section 1201(a)(1)(A), section 1201(a)(2) and section 1201(b).
\textsuperscript{269} The exception in respect of encryption research is set out in section 1201(g).
\textsuperscript{270} Section 1201(g)(1)(B) defines encryption technologies as the ‘scrambling and descrambling of information using mathematical formulas or algorithms’.
\textsuperscript{271} section 1201(g)(1)(A).
are conducted with the intention of advancing the state of knowledge in the field of encryption or to assist in developing encryption products.\(^{272}\) Both the act of circumvention of an access control measure and the manufacture and distribution of devices that are designed to facilitate the circumvention for the purposes of performing good faith encryption research as prescribed in this provision are permitted.\(^{273}\) It is agreed that Congress effectively promotes innovation and the advancement of knowledge in the field of encryption research by implementing this exception.\(^{274}\) The exception has, however, been criticized by the encryption research community as they fear that the 'procedures and limitations imposed by the exception would have a chilling effect on encryption research'.\(^{275}\)

It is agreed that the aforementioned exceptions promote innovation, education and research.\(^{276}\) They do, however, respond primarily to concerns from the computer and software industries that section 1201(a)(1)(A), if left unqualified, would affect certain legitimate non-infringing uses.\(^{277}\) Vinje traces the formulation of these exceptions to the powerful lobbying of these industries:-

> the breadth of the exception turned on lobbying power; the security testing exception is more comprehensive than the privacy one because the banks and accounting firms pushing for the security testing exception had more political clout than the public interest groups concerned about privacy. Public interest groups concerned about the effect of Section 1201 on copyright limits and exceptions generally did not have sufficient lobbying power, in the face of an intense and lavishly financed campaign by the copyright industry, to achieve the introduction of a general “infringement” limitation on section 1201.\(^{278}\)

In the circumstances Congress formulated a system of narrowly crafted exceptions\(^{279}\) and ignored other legitimate exceptions for the circumvention of access control measures and the manufacture and distribution of devices designed for circumventing access control

\(^{272}\) Ibid.
\(^{273}\) This is an exemption from section 1201(a)(1)(A) and section 1201(a)(2).
\(^{274}\) Vinje (note 39 above) 203.
\(^{275}\) Ibid.
\(^{276}\) Garlick (note 37 above) 943-944.
\(^{277}\) Samuelson (note 203 above) 541-542 where she refers to the concerns of the various industries and the Commerce Committee.
\(^{278}\) Vinje (note 39 above) 205.
\(^{279}\) Samuelson (note 203 above) 538. See also Garlick (note 37 above) 954.
measures for these legitimate purposes.\textsuperscript{280} The current exceptions, most significantly, do not correlate to traditionally recognized exceptions to copyright.\textsuperscript{281} It is therefore submitted that the DMCA does not, in terms of this provision, maintain the traditional balancing of interests of the system of copyright. There remained, however, optimism that the rulemaking proceeding which is contained in section 1201(a)(1)(C) would change this effect. Section 1201(a)(1)(C) will be examined next.

3.2.4 The Rulemaking Proceeding of section 1201(a)(1)(C)

Library and educational lobby groups expressed their concerns that section 120 might impair the enforcement of fair use exceptions, which could be detrimental to the areas of education, knowledge and access to information.\textsuperscript{282}

The United States Congress acknowledged the concerns relating to the harmful effect that the provisions of section 1201(a)(1)(A) might have on fair uses of copyrighted works and on the general access to information and accordingly suspended the operation of this provision for a period of two years.\textsuperscript{283} To facilitate the underlying reasons for the said suspension, the Librarian of Congress was directed to conduct a rulemaking procedure that required him to exempt certain classes of work where the users are, or will likely be, adversely affected by the act of circumvention prohibition.\textsuperscript{284} It was generally understood that additional exceptions, which might eliminate the consequences of section 1201(a)(1)(A), could be introduced. The rulemaking procedure was recognized as:

\begin{quote}

\textbf{a safety valve to monitor the effects of the statutory prohibition on circumvention of access controls and to ensure that the balance copyright law achieves between owners and users is equitably preserved.}\hspace{1em}\textsuperscript{285}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{280} Samuelson (note 203 above) 543-544 and Vinje (note 39 above) 203.

\textsuperscript{281} Ginsburg (note 215 above) 14 where she states that the list of exemptions is not ‘coextensive with the exceptions to copyright protection set forth with respect to traditional rights under copyright’ See also Heide (note 37 above) 327.

\textsuperscript{282} Samuelson (note 203 above) 559.

\textsuperscript{283} Vinje (note 39 above) 204. See also Samuelson (note 203 above) 559-561. Section 1201(a)(1) provides that the prohibition contained therein shall be suspended with immediate effect for a period of two years.

\textsuperscript{284} Section 1201(a)(1)(C).

It was, accordingly, anticipated that the procedure would facilitate the provision of additional exceptions that addressed circumstances where it is found that users of particular classes of work are, or will likely be, restricted in their ability to access and use the work. Thus the effect of section 1021(a)(1)(A) on legitimate non-infringing uses such as fair use would be removed.\textsuperscript{286} There remained, however, concerns\textsuperscript{287} that this procedure might not remedy the imbalance.\textsuperscript{288} In this regard, Julie Cohen argues that the development of exemptions, if any, are likely to be narrowly crafted fair use exceptions.\textsuperscript{289} She is of the view that the lobbying of copyright industries would largely influence the process.\textsuperscript{290} It was indicated in this chapter that the lobbying of these industries resulted in the United States Congress adopting a DMCA with anti-circumvention provisions, which Samuelson describes as ‘unpredictable, overbroad, and maximalist’.\textsuperscript{291} Whether the rulemaking procedure would result in the adoption of exceptions that dealt appropriately with limitations of and exceptions to copyright however remained to be discovered.

The Librarian’s determination had to be based on the recommendation of the Register of Copyright who is required to consult with the Assistant Secretary for Commissions and Information of the Department of Commerce.\textsuperscript{292} In conducting his rulemaking the Librarian is directed to study (1) the availability of copyrighted works for use,\textsuperscript{293} (2) the availability of works for use for non-profit archival, preservation and educational purposes,\textsuperscript{294} (3) the impact of the prohibition on circumvention of technological measures has on criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship or research\textsuperscript{295} and (4) the effect of the circumvention of technological measures has on the market for or value of copyrighted works.\textsuperscript{296} To date two rulemaking proceedings have been conducted. The

\textsuperscript{286} Cohen (note 203 above) 237.
\textsuperscript{287} Cohen (note 203 above) 238.
\textsuperscript{288} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{289} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{290} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{291} Samuelson (note 203 above) 533.
\textsuperscript{292} section 1201(a)(1)(C).
\textsuperscript{293} section 1201(a)(1)(C)(i).
\textsuperscript{294} section 1201(a)(1)(C)(ii).
\textsuperscript{295} section 1201(a)(1)(C)(iii).
\textsuperscript{296} section 1201(a)(1)(C)(iv).
Librarian's determination in respect of each proceeding will be examined next to establish whether any traditional copyright exceptions were recognized as exceptions to the provisions of section 1201(a)(1)(A) thereby remedying the general effect of the section on the system of copyright.

3.2.4.1 The First Rulemaking Proceeding

The Librarian determined in the initial rulemaking proceeding that non-infringing users of two classes of work would be exempted from the provision that prohibits the circumvention of an access control measure. These classes of works included literary works, including computer programs and databases, protected by access control mechanisms that fail to permit access because of malfunction, damage, or obsoleteness and compilations consisting of lists of websites blocked by filtering software applications.

3.2.4.2 The Second Rulemaking Proceeding

In the second rulemaking proceeding, the Librarian introduced exceptions for four classes of work, which included compilations consisting of lists of Internet locations blocked by commercially marketed filtering software applications that are intended to prevent access to domains, websites or portions of websites, but not including lists of Internet locations blocked by software applications that operate exclusively to prevent receipt of e-mail, computer programs protected by dongles that prevent access due to malfunction or damage and which are obsolete, computer programs and video games distributed in formats that have become obsolete and which require the original media or hardware as a

298 Ibid. These exceptions took effect when the suspension of section 1201(a)(1) was uplifted on 28 October 2000. The duration of the exceptions is not permanent but would be applicable to users of the exempted classes of works for the following three years. See section 1201(a)(1)(B).
299 This exception was recognized as being similar the class of work exempted in the initial rulemaking.
300 This exception was also recognized as being similar the class of work exempted in the initial rulemaking.
condition of access and literary works distributed in ebook format when all existing ebook editions of the work (including digital text editions made available by the authorized entities) contain access controls that prevent the enabling of screen readers to render the text into a ‘specialized format’.\(^{301}\)

### 3.2.4.3 The Shortfalls of the Rulemaking Proceedings

It is agreed that the exemptions developed by the Librarian in the aforementioned rulemaking proceedings do not have any relationship to the traditional copyright exceptions to the exclusive rights of the copyright owner.\(^{302}\) In the circumstances it is submitted that the process has not yet addressed the concerns regarding the impact of section 1201(a)(1)(A) on the enforcement of exceptions such as fair use. It is submitted that the process might never modify the DMCA to recognize legitimate non-infringing exceptions such as fair use exceptions to the provisions of section 1201(a)(1). The Librarian’s refusal to accept certain proposals as exceptions to section 1201(a)(1)(A) in, for example, the second rulemaking proceeding confirms this concern. Various proposals were considered during the second rulemaking proceeding. The following proposals deserve mention:-

1. That all works should be exempted for non-infringing uses such as fair use and private use: this proposal was rejected as ‘class of works’ was not specified as required by the provisions of section 1201(a)(1)(B).\(^{303}\)

2. That several including per se educational fair use works and fair use works should be exempted: this proposal was rejected as the provisions of section 1201(a)(1)(B) did not permit a ‘use-based or user-based’ categorization. It was further stated that the

---


\(^{302}\) Heide (note 37 above) 326.

\(^{303}\) Exemption to the Prohibition on Circumvention of Copyright Protection Systems for Access Control Technologies (note 301 above) 62014.
examination in the section required evidence that users of class of works are or will likely be adversely affected.\textsuperscript{304}

While the aforementioned proposals were determined by the Librarian of Congress to be broad and lacking conformity with the requirements of section 1201(a)(1)(B),\textsuperscript{305} it is submitted that they reflected significant legitimate non-infringing reasons for circumventing access control measures that are, or will likely be, adversely affected by the prohibition in section 1201(a)(1)(A). The rejection of the aforementioned proposals demonstrates that the requirements\textsuperscript{306} of this section are overreaching and strict.\textsuperscript{307} First, the exemption must apply to a particular class of work that is being adversely affected by the prohibition of the circumvention of access control measures.\textsuperscript{308} A user would potentially be restricted by the access prohibition in relation to the use of the work and not the class of the work.\textsuperscript{309} It is agreed that the determination of whether or not an exemption is appropriate should be judged according to the nature of the use and the circumstances surrounding the use and not the ‘class of work’.\textsuperscript{310} Second, there must be evidence that users ‘are, or likely to be adversely affected in their ability to make non-infringing use’ of the particular class of work.\textsuperscript{311} In this regard the position of the United States Copyright Office regarding the burden of proof has been criticized,\textsuperscript{312} as it requires the proponent of a prospective exemption to provide evidence ‘that actual harm exists or that it is likely to occur’ during the following three years.\textsuperscript{313} It is thus agreed that a

\textsuperscript{304} Ibid 62014-62015.
\textsuperscript{305} Ibid see generally section B ‘Other Exemptions Considered, But Not Recommended’ 62014-62018.
\textsuperscript{306} Section 1201(a)(1)(B).
\textsuperscript{307} See generally the Comments of the Library Association (note 285 above) and Garlick (note 37 above) 956.
\textsuperscript{308} Coppenhagen (note 115 above) 448 where she questions whether it is appropriate for the exemption system to be based on ‘classes of work’.
\textsuperscript{309} Garlick (note 37 above) 956-957 where he argues that this requirement is structurally problematic as it requires the exemption to be determined in relation to a class of work and not in reference to the use of the work or the class of the user such as students or academics.
\textsuperscript{310} Ibid 957. See the excerpt regarding the criticism of this requirement by the Association American Universities.
\textsuperscript{311} Section 1201(a)(1)(B).
\textsuperscript{312} Comments of the Library Association (note 285 above) 3 drawing on the position of the Register of Copyright regarding the burden of proof that is required for a class of work to be exempted from the prohibition. The Library Association has criticized this standard of proof as it is not reflected in the requirements of the section and further it invalidates the purpose of the rulemaking mechanism.
\textsuperscript{313} Ibid.
proponent requesting an exemption from the prohibition in section 1201(a)(1)(A) must produce evidence, indicating detriment to the user, of a high level.\textsuperscript{314} It is, accordingly, agreed that the mechanism of section 1201(a)(1)(C) is defective in its 'structure and operation'\textsuperscript{315} and that the extreme requirements of the section facilitates the curtailment of legitimate copyright exceptions to the access prohibition. It is submitted that the rejections and determinations made by the Librarian to date indicate that the circumvention of access control measures to engage in fair use of the contents of works for education and research have been precluded.

A further deficit of the rulemaking proceeding is that while the authority granted to the Librarian of Congress permits him to provide for additional exceptions, it does not allow him to provide for exceptions to the anti-trafficking provisions that would allow the production of devices that would be necessary to achieve the purpose of the additional exceptions.\textsuperscript{316} The privilege granted to the Librarian has in fact been criticized as being 'meaningless'.\textsuperscript{317} It is therefore submitted that users will be unable to benefit from an exemption that has been introduced under the rulemaking proceeding as there might be no tools available to enable the circumvention of the access control measure and users would generally look for assistance and equipment that enable circumvention, as they do not possess the ingenuity required to circumvent.\textsuperscript{318}

3.2.5. Analysis of the Effect of Section 1201(a)(2) and Section 1201(b):
Legal Protection against the Trafficking in Circumvention Devices

3.2.5.1 The Nature and Scope of the Anti-Trafficking Provisions

It has been identified in this chapter that the anti-trafficking provisions of the DMCA are broad and offer extensive protection to copyright owners against the manufacture and

\textsuperscript{314} Ibid. See also Garlick (note 37 above) 956-957.
\textsuperscript{315} Comments of the Library Association (note 285 above) 2. See also Garlick (note 37 above) 956.
\textsuperscript{316} Vinje (note 45 above) 204.
\textsuperscript{318} Koelman (note 169 above) 274.
distribution of circumvention technologies. Scholars argue that the exact scope of the protection is unclear. It has not been specifically stated whether it is permissible to manufacture and distribute devices that would facilitate the circumvention of technological measures for legitimate non-infringing uses of works. In the circumstances the difficulty was in establishing whether the anti-trafficking provisions of the DMCA would have an effect on the fair use of works.

The prohibition prescribed by the section 1201 applies to any device that is 'primarily designed or produced for the purpose of circumventing' an access control measure that 'effectively controls access to work' or a copy control measure that 'effectively protects the right of a copyright owner'. The United States Congress, in formulating the anti-trafficking provisions, selected 'circumvention' as the criterion for determining whether the device is prohibited is terms of section 1201(a)(2) and section 1201(b). It is, accordingly, submitted that a device or service will fall prey to the protective net of the anti-trafficking provisions provided that the device or service is intended to circumvent a technological measure that is protected within the framework of section 1201. While a strict interpretation of the anti-trafficking provision leads to the conclusion that a circumvention device would be prohibited even if it was intended to facilitate legitimate non-infringing purposes, scholars anticipated that the Courts would restrict the extensive scope of the legislation in recognition of the importance of conserving legitimate fair uses of works in the digital age. An analysis of the interpretation of the anti-trafficking provisions by the Courts will be undertaken next.

319 Samuelson (note 203 above) 547.
320 Ibid.
321 Cohen (note 203 above) 237-238. It is reiterated that the anti-circumvention provisions of the DMCA does not prohibit the circumvention of a rights control measure. A user would, therefore, require a circumvention device or circumvention services to facilitate circumvention of the rights control measure for the purposes of fair use.
322 Section 1201(a)(2)(A) and Section 1201(b)(1)(A).
323 Section 1201(a)(2)(A).
324 Section 1201(b)(1)(A).
325 See Samuelson (note 203 above) 534 where it is submitted that the anti-device provisions of section 1201 both regulate protection against technologies with 'circumvention-enabling capabilities'.
326 Ibid 548-549.
327 Ibid 519. See also Cohen (note 203 above) 240.
328 Ibid.
3.2.5.2 Interpretation of the Anti-Trafficking Provisions by the Courts

The case of *Sony Corporation of America v Universal City Studios, Inc*\(^{329}\) was decided prior to the enactment of the DMCA. It is noteworthy to mention as the Supreme Court enunciated the principle that a manufacturer would not be held liable for contributory infringement for the sale of equipment that is ‘capable of substantial non-infringing uses’\(^{330}\).

In the case of *Universal City Studios, Inc v Shawn C Reimerdes*\(^{331}\) the plaintiff instituted action in terms of the DMCA. The case concerned section 1201(a)(2), which related to the prohibition of trafficking in technology that was designed for the purpose of circumventing an access control measure.\(^{332}\) Plaintiffs’ movies that were contained on digital versatile discs were protected from being copied by a content scramble system, which is an encryption system. The defendant Internet web-site owners posted on their web site for downloading decryption computer software that enabled the decryption of plaintiffs encrypted movies. The District Court held first, that the content scramble system constituted a technological measure that effectively controlled access to a copyrighted work in terms of section 1201(a)(2)(A),\(^{333}\) second, that it was unquestionable that the decryption software fell within the ambit of section 1201(a)(2) as it was a technology that circumvented a technological access control measure\(^{334}\) and third, that the defendant violated the section 1201(a)(2) of the DMCA that prohibited the trafficking in technology, which facilitates the circumvention of technological access control measures.\(^{335}\)

The defendants contended that the DMCA could not be interpreted to restrain fair uses of copyrighted works and, therefore, argued that their activities constituted fair use under


\(^{330}\) Ibid 442.

\(^{331}\) *Universal City Studios, Inc v Shawn C Reimerdes* 111 F.Supp.2d 294 (S.D.N.Y. 2000).

\(^{332}\) Ibid 295.

\(^{333}\) Ibid 318.

\(^{334}\) Ibid 317.

\(^{335}\) Ibid 319.
the Copyright Act as they provided a means for enabling fair use of encrypted movies.\textsuperscript{336} The District Court recognized that an access control measure such as the content scramble system would prevent unlawful as well as lawful uses of copyrighted works.\textsuperscript{337} It held, however, that the possibility that computer software, which was posted on a website for downloading, could be used for non-infringing fair uses of copyrighted works was not a defense to the prohibition of trafficking in circumvention technologies that facilitate the circumvention of access control measures.\textsuperscript{338} The Court specifically stated that the provisions of the DMCA did not provide that the fair use defense could be used and that the defendants were not being sued for copyright infringement but for the violation of the anti-trafficking provisions of the DMCA.\textsuperscript{339}

It is submitted that this judgment clearly illustrates that section 1201(c)(1) of the DMCA, which aims to balance copyright defenses such as fair use with the provisions relating to the legal protection of technological protection measures, is ineffective. It indicates, further, that a defense to copyright infringement is not available as a defense to the act of circumvention of an access control measure.

Another significant aspect that the case dealt with was in relation to the enforceability of the principle enunciated in the \textit{Sony Corporation v Universal City Studios, Inc}\textsuperscript{340} case.\textsuperscript{341} The District Court held in this regard that the principle was not applicable to the determination of whether the trafficking in technology, which defeated access control measures for non-infringing fair uses, violated the provisions of the DMCA.\textsuperscript{342} The important excerpts of the judgment are as follows:-

\textit{Sony involved a construction of the Copyright Act that has been overruled by the later enactment of the DMCA to the extent of any inconsistency between Sony and the new statute.}\textsuperscript{343}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{336} Ibid 304.
\item \textsuperscript{337} Ibid 322.
\item \textsuperscript{338} Ibid 322.
\item \textsuperscript{339} Ibid 322.
\item \textsuperscript{340} \textit{Sony v Universal} (note 329 above).
\item \textsuperscript{341} \textit{Universal City v Reimerdes} (note 331 above) 323.
\item \textsuperscript{342} Ibid 323.
\item \textsuperscript{343} Ibid 323.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
A given device or piece of technology might have a substantially non-infringing use and ... be immune from attack under Sony’s construction of the Copyright Act—but nonetheless still be subject to suppression under Section 1201.344

It is submitted that the aforementioned excerpts from the judgment confirm that even if the manufacture of a circumvention device or technology is designed for a non-infringing purpose, the Courts would recognize the manufacture of such a device as a violation of the anti-trafficking provisions of the DMCA, as such device effectively enables the circumvention of a technological protection measure. It is submitted, further, that the Courts effectively confirm the strict interpretation of section 1201(a)(2) and section 1201(b) of the DMCA, which effectively prohibits the manufacture and distribution of circumvention devices that would facilitate non-infringing purposes such as fair use. This decision thus confirms that the device would be prohibited if it has a circumventing purpose.

The concluding remarks of the court relating to the manufacture and distribution of circumvention devices of rights control measures in the case of United States of America v Elcom Ltd345 summarizes the scope of the anti-trafficking provisions fittingly: ‘all tools that enable circumvention of use restrictions are banned, not merely those that prohibit infringement’.346

It is evident from the analysis of the aforementioned cases that the Courts have interpreted the anti-trafficking provisions to the detriment of the enforcement of traditional copyright exceptions such as fair use. Section 1201(a)(2) and section 1201(b) of the DMCA, supplemented by the tendency of the Courts to outlaw all circumvention devices, effectively precludes the manufacture and distribution of fundamental tools that

344 Ibid where the District Court quotes the case of RealNetworks Inc v Streambox 2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 1889 (W.D.Wash Jan 18, 2000) which confirmed that the DMCA does not use the ‘substantial non-infringing’ test that was used in the Sony v Universal case (see note 329 above). See also Elser (note 317 above) 582.
345 United States of America v Elcom Ltd 203 F. Supp. 2d 1111 (N.D. Cal. 2002).
346 Ibid 1124.
would be necessary to surmount technological protection measures for fair use purposes.\footnote{Manufacturers would be discouraged from inventing such devices in fear of violating the anti-circumvention legislation.} This aspect is discussed in further detail in the next section.

### 3.2.6 The Interface between the Legal Protection of Technological Measures in Section 1201 and Traditional Exceptions to Copyright

#### 3.2.6.1 The Preservation of Exceptions to Copyright: The Relation between Section 1201(c)(1) and Section 1201(a)(1)(A)

Section 1201(c)(1) of the DMCA expressly provides that the anti-circumvention and anti-trafficking provisions shall not affect any rights, remedies, limitations or defenses to copyright infringement, including fair use. It is agreed that this provision would, by interpretation, appear to permit the circumvention of an access control measure for the purposes of fair use of the contents of the work.\footnote{Samuelson (note 203 above) 539-540.} However, as discussed above,\footnote{See Chapter III paragraph 3.2.3.3.} many representatives of the copyright industries were of the view that the doctrine of fair use does not justify the violation of section 1201(a)(1)(A).\footnote{Samuelson (note 203 above) 539-540.} It is submitted that, in terms of this view, the circumvention of an access control measure to exercise a fair use of the contents of the work would not be allowed. Scholars,\footnote{Ibid.} however, submit that it appears from section 1201(a)(1)(A) read together with section 1201(c)(1) that the circumvention of an access control measure, which protects a copyrighted work that has been lawfully obtained, would be permissible for the purposes of engaging in fair use of the contents of that work.\footnote{Ibid.}

It is submitted that while the aforementioned interpretation of section 1201(c)(1) is reasonable, it has already been established that the anti-circumvention provision in respect of an access control measure does not contain any exceptions that permit the circumvention of such a measure for legitimate copyright and other non-infringing uses. It is submitted that this deficit may perhaps be interpreted to mean that the United States
Congress never intended to permit the enforcement of exceptions to copyright to the application of section 1201(a)(1)(A). It is submitted, further, that even if the provision of section 1201(c)(1) could conceivably be applied to overcome the effect of section 1201(a)(1)(A), the next issue to be determined is whether the consequences of the anti-trafficking provisions would inhibit the enforcement of this section.

3.2.6.2 The Relation between Section 1201(c)(1) and Sections 1201(a)(2) and 1201(b)

It has been established that devices, which even facilitate legitimate non-infringing uses such as fair use, would be prohibited. Consequently, even if section 1201(c)(1) permits the circumvention of an access control measure to enable fair use of the contents of the protected work, it is submitted that section 1201(a)(2) and section 1201(b) outlaws the manufacture and distribution of the very device that would facilitate such circumvention. In the circumstances, section 1201(c)(1) cannot be reconciled with the effects of the anti-trafficking provisions. It is submitted that this assessment establishes that the general objective of the provisions of section 1201(c)(1) to promote the enforcement of exceptions such as fair is codified in principle only and is accordingly a legal fiction.

3.2.7 The Relation between Rights Control Measures and Exceptions to Copyright

Although the scope of the anti-circumvention provisions does not extend to an act of circumvention in respect of a measure that protects the rights of copyright owners, the legislative process does indicate that such a prohibition was proposed in the draft bill. This prohibition was removed as a result of the lobbying of the library and education representatives who declared concerns that the extension of an anti-circumvention prohibition to the act of circumvention of rights control measures would have disastrous implications for the enforcement of fair uses in the digital age. It is submitted that this omission from the DMCA is, however, insignificant as the anti-trafficking provisions of section 1201(b) clearly run counter to the expedient enforcement of the exceptions to

353 Vinje (note 39 above) 202.
354 Ibid. See also N Braun 'The Interface Between the Protection of Technological Measures and the Exercise of Exceptions to Copyright and Related Rights: Comparing the Situation in the United States and the European Community' (2003) 25(11) EIPR 496, 497.
It has been established that section 1201(b) effectively outlaws the only tools that would enable the circumvention for legitimate non-infringing purposes of a technological measure that has been deployed to protect the rights of the copyright owner. This analysis illustrates that the provisions of section 1201(c)(1) and the objective of omitting an act of circumvention violation of a rights control measure cannot be reconciled with the prohibitions contained in the section 1201(b).

3.2.8 Summary of the Impact of the Anti-Circumvention and Anti-Trafficking Provisions of the DMCA on the Delicate Balance of the System of Copyright

It has been identified that the United States Congress attempted to draft a statute that preserved the enforcement of exceptions to copyright.\textsuperscript{355} Although many scholars are in agreement that the anti-circumvention and anti-trafficking provisions of the DMCA are dangerous to the system of copyright\textsuperscript{356} some scholars believe that the general purpose of the legislation achieves a balanced result\textsuperscript{357} and that the provisions should not be replaced.\textsuperscript{358} While cognizance must be taken of the fact that the DMCA does, in principle, represent an effort made by the United States Congress to balance the interests of copyright industries\textsuperscript{359} with the academic, library and consumer groups,\textsuperscript{360} it is agreed that the analysis of the various provisions of section 1201 and the practical enforcement thereof confirms that the copyright industries, which argued for extensive protection to cover all acts of circumvention and circumvention devices, were acceded to.\textsuperscript{361}

The purpose of the anti-circumvention and anti-trafficking provisions of the DMCA was intended to bring to an end to or minimize digital copyright piracy and encourage copyright owners to communicate their works to the public in digital content and on the

\textsuperscript{355} These attempts were clear in (1) not prohibiting the act of circumvention of a rights control measure, (2) requiring a rulemaking proceeding to be undertaken every three years to consider the possibility of additional exceptions to the prohibition of an act of circumvention to access control measures and (3) the provisions of section 1201(c).

\textsuperscript{356} Samuelson (note 203 above) 562.

\textsuperscript{357} J Band ‘The Digital Millennium Copyright Act: A Balanced Result’ (1999) 21(2) EIPR 92.


\textsuperscript{359} This would include authors, producers and publishers alike.

\textsuperscript{360} Cohen (note 203 above) 236.

\textsuperscript{361} Ibid.
It is submitted, however, that the forceful provisions of the DMCA primarily extinguish the enforcement of exceptions to copyright, with the result that the delicate balance of the system of copyright has been diminished. It is, submitted, further that this consequence is reinforced by the interpretations of the provisions of the DMCA by the Courts.

3.2.9 Conclusion: The Deficiencies of Section 1201

It has been identified that the DMCA effectively prohibits an act of circumvention in respect of a technological measure that controls access to a copyrighted work as well as devices or services that circumvent technological measures that control access to a copyrighted work and the rights of copyright owners. It has also been established that it is irrelevant whether the circumvention of the technological measure or the circumvention device facilitates non-infringing legitimate uses such as exceptions to copyright.

Apart from the controversial aspects relating to the introduction of a right of access identified and discussed above, it has also been established that the exceptions to the prohibition in respect of an access control measures are narrowly crafted and do not address traditional exceptions to copyright. In the circumstances, it is submitted that the circumvention of an access control measure to enforce exceptions to copyright such as fair use is prohibited. Samuelson argues that the provisions of the DMCA should be revised to supplement the narrow exceptions with a ‘general purpose or other legitimate reasons’ exception. This approach would ensure that acts of circumvention for non-infringing legitimate purposes such as exceptions to copyright would be permitted.
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364 See Chapter III paragraphs 3.2.5 and 3.2.6.
365 See Chapter III paragraphs 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.
366 See Chapter III sub-section 3.2.3.3.
367 Samuelson (note 203 above) 563.
368 Ibid 546, 563.
It is argued that the more simplistic approach would have been for the DMCA to comply with the provisions of the WCT, which requires contracting parties to provide legal protection of technological measures that protect the exclusive rights of the copyright owner and applies to an act of circumvention that violates an exclusive right of the copyright owner and thus constitutes an infringement of copyright. It is submitted that this approach would have eradicated the problems associated with extending the protection to an access control measure and would specifically relate to the protection and infringement of copyright. It is submitted, further, that this approach would have ensured the effective application of traditional copyright law in the digital age without imposing any threats to the diminution of the delicate copyright balance.

While the provisions of the WCT do not require contracting parties to extend protection against circumvention devices, it has been identified that the prohibition would be advantageous to the copyright owner’s dilemma in the digital age. The inherent problem with the anti-trafficking provisions of the DMCA, however, is that they do not contain an infringement criterion. In the circumstances, the anti-trafficking provisions effectively harm exceptions to copyright such as fair use. Samuelson argues that a ‘predictable, minimalist, consistent and simple legal rule’ prohibiting the manufacture and distribution of ‘technology intentionally designed or produced to enable copyright infringement’ would have eradicated the dangers that the present anti-trafficking provisions currently present.

In summation it is agreed that the provisions of the DMCA should be revised. It is submitted that the legal protection of access control measures must be removed. It is submitted that this would eliminate the consequences of providing the copyright owner with extensive protection, which expands beyond the parameters of copyright, and would effectively promote access to information by the public and facilitate the enforcement of
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copyright exceptions such as fair use for the purposes of education and research. It is agreed that the legal protection of rights control measures against circumvention and the legal protection against the trafficking in circumvention devices must be amended to include an infringement criterion.\textsuperscript{376} It is submitted that this would ensure that the system of protection prohibits conduct that violates the exclusive rights of the copyright owner and the device that facilitates the infringing conduct. It follows from this submission that the circumvention of rights control measures to facilitate legitimate non-infringing conduct such as copyright exceptions would be permitted as the equipment that would be required to enforce the exception would be available. It is submitted that the above revisions would ensure compliance with the provisions of the WCT\textsuperscript{377} and would restore the delicate balance of the system of copyright. The next section undertakes a comparative analysis of the implementation model of the provisions of Article 11 of the WCT by the European Union.

\textsuperscript{376} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{377} It has been acknowledged that Article 11 of the WCT only relates to an act of circumvention. It has further been identified that the extension of the protection to circumvention devices would, if carefully formulated within the parameters of the WCT and the boundaries of copyright, be beneficial to combating the infringement of copyright.
3.3 Part B: Implementation of Article 11 Of The WCT by the European Union -
Harmonisation Of Certain Aspects of Copyright and Related Rights in the
Information Society

3.3.1 Introduction

On 22 June 2001 the European Union adopted the European Parliament and Council
Directive on the Harmonisation of Certain Aspects of Copyright and Related Rights in
the Information Society.\(^ {378}\) The purpose of the Directive is to harmonise members’
differing legislation relating to copyright and related rights in order to facilitate the
establishment of an internal market and the institution of a system that would ensure that
competition in the market is not distorted\(^ {379}\) and to further prepare the European Union
for ratification and implementation of the provisions of the WCT and WPPT that respond
to the threats of digital copyright piracy.\(^ {380}\) The European Union at present consists of 25
members.\(^ {381}\) To date seventeen members have implemented the Directive.\(^ {382}\)

It has been suggested that the Directive closely mirrors the controversial provisions of the
DMCA.\(^ {383}\) The areas of concern are analogous to that of the DMCA. In fact critics\(^ {384}\)
have argued that the provisions of the Directive are more restrictive than the controversial
provisions of the DMCA.\(^ {385}\) The most significant controversy is the effect of the
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22/06/2001 P. 0010 – 0019 (hereinafter referred to as ‘the Directive’) available online http://europa.eu.int
(date accessed: 7 January 2005).
\(^ {379}\) See Recital 1 of the Directive.
\(^ {380}\) See Recital 15 of the Directive.
\(^ {381}\) The member states of the European Union are: Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark,
Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta,
The Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom. Information
\(^ {382}\) U Gasser and M Girsberger ‘Transposing the Copyright Directive: Legal Protection of Technological
Measures in EU Member States A Genie Stuck in the Bottle?’ (2004) Berkman Publication Series No. 8
available online http://cyberlaw.law.harvard.edu/publications (date accessed: 7 January 2005). Of the 17
members that have implemented the Directive, 3 of them have not formally implemented the Directive.
\(^ {383}\) Dr M Kretschmer ‘Digital Copyright: The End of an Era’ (2003) 1 www.cippm.org.uk (date accessed:
22 November 2004). M Broersma ‘Europe Heading down DMCA route, warns think tank’
http://news.zdnet.co.uk/business/legal/0,39020651,39116390,00.htm (date accessed: 16 April 2005)
\(^ {384}\) See J Leyden ‘Alan Cox attacks the European DMCA’ http://www.theregister.co.uk (date accessed: 16
April 2005).
\(^ {385}\) Ibid.
provisions relating to the implementation of Article 11 of the WCT on the traditional system of copyright. Article 6 of the Directive regulates the legal protection of technological measures within the European Union. The sections that follow will examine Article 6 in detail to determine the relation between the legal protection of technological measures and the enforcement of traditional exceptions to copyright such as fair use. This part of the study, similar to Part A, essentially investigates, in the context of the WCT, whether the balancing of interests in the traditional system of copyright has been preserved by the technological protection provisions of the Directive.

3.3.2 Summary of the Anti-Circumvention and Anti-Trafficking Provisions of the Directive: Article 6(1) and Article 6(2)

The provisions of Article 6 oblige member states to provide adequate legal protection against the circumvention of any effective technological measures as well as the manufacture, importation, distribution, sale, rental, advertisement for sale or rental, or possession for commercial purposes of devices, products or components or the provision of services. It is submitted that the Directive, in effect, prohibits acts of circumvention of technological measures and the trafficking in circumvention devices and services.

A technological measure is defined as any technology, device or component which, in the normal course of its operation, is designed to prevent or restrict acts, in relation to protected works, that are not authorized by the copyright owner. A technological measure is ‘effective’ within the framework of the protection provided in the Directive where the ‘use of a protected work ... is controlled by application of an access control or protection process, such as encryption, scrambling or other transformation of the work or other subject matter or a copy control mechanism, which achieves the protection objective’.
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386 See Braun (note 354 above) 498.
387 Article 6(1).
388 Article 6(2).
389 Article 6(3).
390 Article 6(3).
3.3.3 Analysis of the Legal Protection against the Act of Circumvention of Technological Measures

While an interpretation of the definition would, by implication, require member states to provide protection in respect of a rights control measure only as this measure would be designed to prevent or restrict acts that are not permitted by the copyright owner or provided by the law, the definition does not expressly distinguish between the protection of an ‘access control’ and a ‘rights control’ measure. The Directive does, therefore, not clarify whether circumvention must be prohibited by member states in respect of access control measures. It is submitted that this arrangement is contrary to the provisions of the DMCA, which offers a clear distinction between the two forms of technological measures and accords protection to both forms of measures.

It has been convincingly argued that the Directive does not extend protection to an access control measure, as an access right does not fall within the exclusive rights of a copyright owner. Nora Braun appropriately submits, however, that a proper interpretation of the language expressed in the definition of a technological measure which specifically refers to an ‘access control’ combined with the objective of the Directive decisively resolves the uncertainty created by Article 6(3). It is submitted that the Directive, like the DMCA, consequentially extends protection to an access control measure that is deployed by a copyright owner to control the use of a copyrighted work, notwithstanding that the protection extends protection beyond the prerogatives of copyright. It is submitted, however, that the Directive, unlike its counterpart, prohibits the circumvention of a rights control measure as well. In this regard it has been established that the exclusion of rights control measures from the anti-circumvention provisions of the DMCA is insignificant.
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391 Braun (note 354 above) 498-499.
392 Ibid. See also Gasser and Girsberger (note 382 above) 9.
393 Ibid.
394 Section 1201(a)(1) prohibits the circumvention of access control measures, section 1201(a)(2) and 1201(b) respectively prohibit the manufacture and distribution of devices that are designed to circumvent both access control measures and rights control measures.
395 Braun (note 354 above) 498 where she draws on the argument raised by the Nordic Countries that ‘Art 6(3) excludes “access control” technology as such technology does not necessarily prevent an act that would constitute an infringement of copyright or related rights’.
396 Braun (note 354 above) 498-499.
397 See Chapter III Part A.
3.3.4 Analysis of the Legal Protection against the Trafficking in Circumvention Devices

It has been established that the Directive affords protection to both ‘access control’ and ‘rights control’ measures. Member states are thus required to protect copyright owners against the manufacture and distribution of devices and services that are (1) promoted, advertised or marketed for the purpose of circumvention, or (2) have only a limited commercially significant purpose or use other than to circumvent, or (3) are primarily designed, produced, adapted or performed for the purpose of enabling or facilitating the circumvention of a rights control measure or an access control measure. Apart from the fact that the prohibition in the Directive contains a knowledge requirement on the part of the manufacturer, the criteria adopted to determine the prohibition of devices or technology is similar to the anti-trafficking provisions of the DMCA. It is submitted that the determination of unlawfulness of the circumvention device, similarly, focuses on ‘circumvention’ alone rather than ‘circumvention for infringing purposes’. In this regard, it is submitted that the formulation of this provision is contrary to the comments made by the Delegation of the European Community at the Diplomatic Conference where it was underscored that the prohibition of the circumvention of technological measures must be linked to the infringement of the copyright rights.

3.3.5 The Interface Between the Legal Protection of Technological Measures and Exceptions to Copyright

It has been established that acts of circumvention in respect of access control and rights control measures as well as the trafficking in circumvention devices that enable such circumvention is prohibited under the Directive. The crucial question is the extent to which the prohibitions impact on the enforcement of legitimate non-infringing activities such as exceptions to copyright. The definition of technological measures appears to

398 Article 6(2)(a).
399 Article 6(2)(b).
400 Article 6(2)(c).
401 Article 6(1). See Kerr, Maurushat and Tacit (note 158 above) 45.
402 WIPO (note 94 above) 79 paragraph 529.
403 Chapter III Part B paragraphs 3.3.2, 3.3.3 and 3.3.4.
provide that the circumvention of access or rights control measures would be permitted to enforce exceptions to copyright as these activities are ‘provided by law’. In the same way circumvention devices that would facilitate non-infringing legitimate uses such as exceptions to copyright also appear to be excluded from the anti-trafficking provisions. It is submitted that this interpretation is, at first glance, in parity with the primary goal of the WCT, which emphasizes the need to preserve the delicate balance between the rights of copyright owners and the interests of the public. The provisions of Article 5 and Article 6(4) of the Directive, however, confound this interpretation. Each will be examined in turn.

3.3.5.1 Article 5: Limitations of and Exceptions to Copyright

Article 5 of the Directive regulates the provisions relating to limitations of and exceptions to the copyright owner’s rights of reproduction, communication to the public and making available to the public. Article 5 is made up of a long list of exhaustive exceptions. In the circumstances member states may not introduce additional exceptions. The digital age has the tendency to explode with new technologies, which would require novel uses. The closed list of exceptions in Article 5 prevents members from introducing new exceptions to suit these changes. It is submitted that this direction thus ignores Article 10 of the WCT, which allows for the formulation of new limitations and exceptions that are appropriate to the digital network environment.

It is noted that the only instance where the Directive deals with the application of existing limitations and exceptions is under Article 5(3)(o). The continued application by member
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404 Esler (note 317 above) 596-597.
405 Ibid.
406 Esler (note 317 above) 597.
407 Article 2 of the Directive relates to the reproduction right that it requires Members States to transpose into their national laws.
408 Article 3 relates to the right of communication to the public of works and the right of making available to the public other subject matter that it requires Member States to transpose into national legislation.
409 Recital 32 to the Directive. See also Kretschmer (note 383 above) 6.
410 Ibid. See also Esler (note 317 above) 598.
411 Kretschmer (note 383 above) 6.
412 Ibid.
413 Article 10(1) of the WCT and Agreed Statement concerning Article 10.
states of existing limitations and exemptions is, however, restricted to cases of ‘minor importance’ and the uses must further relate to analogue uses that do not affect the free circulation of goods and services within the European Union. Although the Directive recognizes existing exceptions and limitations under Article 5(3)(o), it is argued that as the enforcement thereof is restricted to the analogue environment, the Directive fails to give meaning to the provisions of the WCT, which provides for existing limitations and exceptions, which are considered acceptable under the Berne Convention, to be extended and applied into the digital environment. 414

The Directive, most significantly, leaves the transposition of exceptions into national law to the discretionary powers of the individual member states. The Directive also provides for conditions that must be satisfied in order for member states to grant exceptions and limitations in terms of Article 5. 415 The conditions restate the three-step test of the Berne Convention. 416 The discretionary power does not extend to Article 5(1), which provides a mandatory obligation for member states to exempt certain acts of reproduction from the right of reproduction. The aforementioned exception is significant as it addresses an essential issue of the digital age by appropriately providing that member states are required to limit the scope of the right of reproduction in relation to temporary copies to the certain circumstances.

The full implications of Article 5, through the discretionary powers granted, however indicates that the Directive inadequately motivates member states to preserve exceptions to copyright in the digital age. This is contrary to objectives of the Directive. Article 5 has been criticized in its entirety. 417 It is argued that the Directive should have adopted an approach that would have compelled member states to first, carry forward existing exceptions to the digital age, second, implement the listed exceptions and third, provide them with the flexibility to introduce suitable exceptions, subject to the provisions of

414 Article 10(2) of the WCT and Agreed Statement concerning Article 10.
416 Ibid.
Article 10 of the WCT, which would be conducive to promoting, for example, access to information in the digital age.

3.3.5.2 Analysis of the Mechanism of Article 6(4)

Article 6(4) of the Directive endeavors to clarify the interaction between the legal protection of technological measures and the efficacy of exceptions. The provisions of Article 6(4) concentrate on circumstances where beneficiaries of certain exemptions are constrained in their ability to exercise exceptions as a result of technological measures that have been deployed by the copyright owner to protect the contents of the work.

This provision provides as follows:-

Notwithstanding the legal protection provided for in paragraph 1, in the absence of voluntary measures taken by rightholders, including agreements between rightholders and other parties concerned, Member States shall take the appropriate measures to ensure that rightholders make available to the beneficiary of an exception or limitation provided for in national law in accordance with Article 5(2), (2)(c), (2)(d), (2)(e) (3)(a),(3)(b) or (3)(e) the means of benefiting from that exception or limitation, to the extent necessary to benefit from that exception or limitation and where that beneficiary has legal access to the protected work or subject-matter concerned.

A Member State may also take such measures in respect of a beneficiary of an exception or limitation provided for in accordance with Article 5(2)(b), unless reproduction for private use has already been made possible by rightholders to the extent necessary to benefit from the exception or limitation concerned and in accordance with the provisions of Article 5(2)(b) and (5), without preventing rightholders from adopting adequate measures regarding the number of reproductions in accordance with these provisions.

The technological measures applied voluntarily by rightholders, including those applied in implementation of voluntary agreements, and technological measures applied in implementation of the measures taken by Member States, shall enjoy the legal protection provided for in paragraph 1.

The provisions of the first and second paragraphs shall not apply to works or other subject matter made available to the public on agreed contractual terms in such a way that members of the public may access them from a place and at a time
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419 Braun (note 354 above) 499.
individually chosen by them.”

3.3.5.2.1 The Relationship between the Legal Mechanism of Article 6(4) and the Enforcement of Exceptions to Copyright: sub-paragraph 2 of Article 6(4)

Article 6(4) obliges members to ensure that copyright owners make their works available to beneficiaries of certain public policy exceptions to enable them to benefit from the purpose of the exemptions. These include:-

(1) reproduction resulting from a photographic technique or a similar process.\(^{420}\)
(2) reproduction made by publicly accessible libraries, educational establishments or museums.\(^{421}\)
(3) reproduction made by broadcasting organizations for ephemeral recordings.\(^{422}\)
(4) reproduction of broadcasts made by social institutions such as hospitals and prisons.\(^{423}\)
(5) reproduction or communication to the public for the sole purpose of illustration for teaching or scientific research.\(^{424}\)
(6) reproduction or communication to the public for the benefit of disabled persons.\(^{425}\)
(7) reproduction or communication to the public for public security or reporting of administrative, parliamentary or judicial proceedings.\(^{426}\)

This paragraph provides that the ‘anti-circumvention rule,’\(^{427}\) that is the act of circumvention of the technological protection measure, provided for in Article 6(1) shall not be applicable within the context of this provision. Article 6(4) imposes an obligation on members to take necessary measures to ensure that beneficiaries benefit from the objectives of the exceptions only in respect of a person who conducts the act of circumvention.

\(^{420}\) Article 5(2)(a).
\(^{421}\) Article 5(2)(c).
\(^{422}\) Article 5(2)(d).
\(^{423}\) Article 5(2)(e).
\(^{424}\) Article 5(3)(a).
\(^{425}\) Article 5(3)(b).
\(^{426}\) Article 5(3)(c).
\(^{427}\) Casellati (note 418 above) 377.
Members are required to intervene only in the event that voluntary measures between copyright owners and other parties are absent.\textsuperscript{428} It has been argued that the provision effectively promotes the copyright owner’s freedom to contract with other parties,\textsuperscript{429} which could effectively challenge the enforcement of fair use exceptions\textsuperscript{430} and the ability to protect the balancing of interests of the system of copyright.\textsuperscript{431} The intervention by members to promote the objectives of Article 6(4) is further conditional upon the beneficiary of the exemption having obtained legal access and that the use is limited to the extent necessary to benefit from the exception.\textsuperscript{432}

The Directive fails to afford direction as to what the notion of ‘voluntary measures’ is.\textsuperscript{433} It is however agreed that voluntary measures would essentially require the deployment of technological measures that are designed to interact with legitimate exceptions and thus permit, without difficulty, the beneficiary of the exemption to make legitimate uses of the contents of the protected work.\textsuperscript{434} Recital 51 of the Directive, although it provides minimal guidance, indicates that voluntary measures would include agreements between copyright owners and other parties. The uncertainty regarding the scope Article 6(4) is further complicated as the Directive does not articulate the nature of the agreement that is required within the context of Article 6(4).\textsuperscript{435} It is appropriately argued that the ‘reference to agreements … envisages licensing agreements and particular laws to ensure the availability of works for public purposes’.\textsuperscript{436}

\textsuperscript{428} Article 6(4).
\textsuperscript{429} Casellati (note 418 above) 377 where it is argued that the Article 6(4) ‘increases freedom of contract between copyright owners and other parties concerned. This policy will encourage rightholders to conclude these agreements in order to avoid the intervention of Member States’. This policy is controversial as copyright owners have the ability to unilaterally formulate standard form contracts that may still restrain the ability of users to exercise exceptions. See also Kerr, Maurushat and Tacit (note 158 above) 47.
\textsuperscript{430} Esler (note 317 above) 601-602 where he argues that the voluntary measures requirement of Article 6(4) ‘envisions collusion among rights holders and others to standardize (and hence limit) the technological means available for consumers to exercise exceptions under Article 5 of the Directive’.
\textsuperscript{431} See Kerr, Maurushat and Tacit (note 158 above) 47 where they comment on the unlikeness of achieving a balance in a situation where the ‘bargaining power of the parties is disparate’.
\textsuperscript{432} Casellati (note 418 above) 378.
\textsuperscript{433} Hugenholtz (note 417 above) 3.
\textsuperscript{434} Coppenhagen (note 115 above) 444 where it is submitted that this phrase appears to envisage ‘technologies that are sufficiently transparent to permit easy access for lawful uses’.
\textsuperscript{435} Hugenholtz (note 417 above) 3.
\textsuperscript{436} Coppenhagen (note 115 above) 444.
It is argued that the importation of rational explanations for the expressions reflected in the Directive does not resolve the complications associated therewith as the problems keep treading between the lines. For example, the Directive establishes a mandatory mechanism within Article 6(4) for members to transpose into their national laws. This mechanism aspires to respect the boundaries of the copyright system in attempting to strike a balance between the legal protection of technological measures and the exercise of limitations and exceptions that are contained in the Directive.\(^{437}\) It is argued that the Directive itself, however, disappointingly fails to facilitate the process forcefully: apart from the aforementioned difficulties, the Directive does not address what ‘appropriates measures’\(^{438}\) must be taken by members to ensure that copyright owners make available to beneficiaries the means to enable them to benefit from the exceptions contained in the Directive and further, it neglects to meticulously explain the nature of the ‘means’ copyright owners should supply to make possible the benefit of the exception.\(^{439}\)

A strict interpretation of Article 6(4) would lead to the conclusion that members’ obligations are restricted to the aforementioned exceptions.\(^{440}\) It is, therefore, understood, that members must intervene and facilitate circumvention in a circumstance where, for example, a disabled person is restricted in his ability to make reproductions of the contents of a copyrighted work as the copyright owner has not taken the necessary voluntary measures to ensure that the technological measure deployed to protect the work allows him to benefit from the exemption in respect of disabled persons.\(^{441}\) It is submitted that the same interpretation would apply to the other six exemptions. It follows from the interpretation of Article 6(4) that circumvention would not be facilitated in respect of exceptions listed in Article 5 but which are not listed in Article 6(4).\(^{442}\) It is submitted that members are, accordingly, not required to intervene and facilitate the circumvention

\(^{437}\) Gasser & Girsberger (note 382 above) 10 and Braun (note 354 above) 500.

\(^{438}\) Hugenholtz (note 417 above) 3.

\(^{439}\) Casellati (note 418 above) 399.

\(^{440}\) Esler (note 317 above) 603 where it is submitted that Article 6(4) must be seen as a limiting provision and that it is meant to restrict members from intervening in respect of all exceptions.

\(^{441}\) Article 6(4) read with Article 5(3)(b).

\(^{442}\) Article 6(4) read with Article 5(2)(a),(2)(c),(2)(d),(2)(e),(3)(a) and (3)(e). See also Esler (note 317 above) 601 where it is submitted that a possible interpretation of the Directive is that the exceptions listed in Article 6(4) would constitute a basis for circumventing technological protection measures.
of a technological measure to ensure that the beneficiaries of exceptions, which are incorporated into national legislation but excluded from the scope of Article 6(4), benefit from the exemptions.

Further, while members are obliged to intervene in respect of the aforementioned exceptions they are at liberty to decide whether or not to incorporate these exceptions into their national legislation.\textsuperscript{443} In the circumstances members' capacities to intervene to ensure that the beneficiaries of the aforementioned exceptions benefit from the permitted uses is dependant upon whether they have implemented the exceptions into legislation.\textsuperscript{444}

The effect of Article 6(4) in preventing members from adopting a flexible approach, within the context of the Article 6(4) mechanism, to preserve the delicate balance of the system of copyright can be illustrated as follows: the reproduction of a work for fair use purposes by the press\textsuperscript{445} is excluded from the mechanics of Article 6(4). If a copy control measure thus prevents the press from copying a work that is the subject of copyright, the circumvention of the control measure by the press is prohibited under Article 6(1) and second, the circumvention device that would be required by the press to circumvent the control measure is outlawed in terms of Article 6(2), notwithstanding the fact that the circumvention device would enable fair use. It is submitted that the dilemma would, further, be aggravated as the member is not obliged to intervene and guarantee that the press would benefit from the exception, notwithstanding that it is an exception that has been adopted in its legislation. The implications would be the same for the other exemptions that have been excluded from the scope of Article 6(4).

### 3.3.5.2.2 Private Copying: sub-paragraph 2 of Article 6(4)

The provisions of this sub-paragraph provide members with a discretionary power to transpose into their national legislation a system that requires them to take measures to

\textsuperscript{443} This is a result of the discretionary power provided to members in Article 5.


\textsuperscript{445} Article 5(3)(c).
ensure that the means to benefit from the exemption relating to a reproduction made by a person for private use as contained in Article 5(2)(b) is provided.\textsuperscript{446} This exemption is referred to as the ‘private copying exception’.\textsuperscript{447} The Directive qualifies a member’s ability to provide the necessary means should such a system be incorporated into its legislation: the member is required to provide the means necessary for the exercise of the exception if the reproduction for private use has not already been made possible by the copyright owner to the extent necessary to benefit from the exception.\textsuperscript{448}

The negotiation process regarding the contents of Article 5(2)(b) is significant to mention to understand the different management of the relationship between technological protection measures and private copying. The draft proposals indicated a tendency to implement a distinction between analogue and digital copying.\textsuperscript{449} The primary basis for this distinction appears to have resulted from concerns that digital private copying was extensive, more significant than analogue private copying and it was expected to have an economic impact on copyright owner’s interests as well as the development of the information society.\textsuperscript{450}

The issue could, however, not be resolved and in the circumstances Article 5(2)(b) left the issue to be decided by members whether or not to include in their national legislation a private copying exception to the right of reproduction.\textsuperscript{451} The Directive, further, does not distinguish in Article 5(2)(b) between analogue private copying and digital private copying.\textsuperscript{452} Recital 38 to the Directive does, however, appear to facilitate members’ implementation of an analogue private copying exception\textsuperscript{453} by providing that ‘due account should be taken of the differences between digital and analogue private copying and a distinction should be made in certain respects between them’.\textsuperscript{454}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Article 6(4).
\item Casellati (note 418 above) 379.
\item Article 6(4).
\item Casellati (note 418 above) 379-386.
\item Ibid. These concerns are confirmed in Recital 38 of the Directive.
\item Recital 38 of the Directive.
\item Casellati (note 418 above) 382.
\item Ibid where it is submitted that ‘the combination of Article 5(2)(b) and Recital 38 empowers a Member State to decide only to allow the analog, and not the digital, private copying exception’.
\item Recital 38 of the Directive.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
3.3.5.2.3 Legal Protection of Voluntary Measures taken by Copyright Owners: sub-paragraph 3 of Article 6(4)

This subparagraph provides that the technological measures\(^{455}\) that are applied voluntarily by copyright owners, or in the implementation of the measures enforced by members will benefit from the legal protection provided for in Article 6(1).\(^{456}\)

3.3.5.2.4 The Relationship between Copyright Law, the Legal Protection of Technological Measures and Contract Law: sub-paragraph 4 of Article 6(4)

This sub-paragraph of Article 6(4) regulates the interaction between copyright, technological protection measures and contract.\(^{457}\) It provides that the first and second sub-paragraphs of Article 6(4) does not apply to works made available to the public in on agreed contractual terms that enables members of the public to access them from a place and at a time individually chosen by them.\(^{458}\) This paragraph reflects the new right contained in Article 3(2) of the Directive, which relates to the exclusive right of the copyright owner to authorize the making available to the public, by wire or wireless means, in such a way that members of the public may access them from a place and at a time individually chosen by them.\(^{459}\) It is understood that the phrase ‘in such a way that members of the public may access them from a place and at a time individually chosen by them’ embraces the interactive nature of the Internet.\(^{460}\) It is submitted that the provision contained in this sub-paragraph effectively prevents members from taking appropriate measures to ensure that the beneficiaries benefit from the public policy exceptions and the private copying exception in the environment of the Internet, where the works have been made available in terms of contractual agreements. This provision essentially privileges contract law over copyright law while it conversely restricts members from

---

\(^{455}\) Casellati (note 418 above) 386. This refers to the ‘circumvention tools’ voluntarily provided by copyright owners or, in their absence, by members in the enforcement of measures required in Article 6(4).

\(^{456}\) Ibid.

\(^{457}\) Ibid.

\(^{458}\) Article 6(4).

\(^{459}\) Article 6(4).

\(^{460}\) Coppenhagen (note 115 above) 444-445.
intervening.\textsuperscript{461} It is submitted that the restriction on members’ abilities to intervene could have overwhelming consequences for the system of copyright.

Alvise M Casellati submits, in determining the meaning of this sub-paragraph, that Recital 53 of the Directive, which was adopted to clarify the relationship between copyright law and contract law confuses the process of interpretation as it ‘suggests the possibility that on-demand services could not be governed by contractual arrangements’.\textsuperscript{462} It is further stated that such an interpretation would suggest that a ‘click-on license would not be considered a contractual arrangement’\textsuperscript{463} and it could never have been the intention of the Directive to exclude electronic contracts from the scope of such arrangements.\textsuperscript{464} It is accordingly submitted that contractual arrangements would include electronic contracts.

Having established the aforementioned, it is submitted that the expression ‘agreed contractual terms’ contained in paragraph 6 of Article 6(4) is considerably misleading, as electronic contracting would conceivably envisage standard form contracts that consist of predetermined, unfair and complicated terms and conditions that unanimously favour the interests of the copyright owner thus undermining or possibly even negating the enforcement of fair use exceptions by the other party to the contract.\textsuperscript{465} Casellati, however, advocates that as the sub-paragraph refers to ‘agreed contractual terms …consumers will be protected from unfair adhesion contracts’.\textsuperscript{466}

\textsuperscript{461} Casellati (note 418 above) 392.
\textsuperscript{462} Ibid 388.
\textsuperscript{463} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{464} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{465} The complex situation that a user who is the subject of a contract of this nature is illustrated as follows: the user is not only prevented from enjoying the benefits of exceptions to copyright by the contractual terms but he is further restricted in his ability to do so, albeit that he has legitimate access to the contents of the work, as a result of a technological measure that the copyright owner has deployed to protect the contents of his work. The copyright owner has, moreover, not provided the user with the circumvention tools to enable him to enjoy the benefit of the exception. Unlike the beneficiaries of the seven public policy exemptions and the private copying exception that benefit from the mechanism provided for in sub-paragraph 1 of Article 6(4) which enable them to exercise the exception, this sub-paragraph restricts members from intervening.
\textsuperscript{466} Casellati (note 418 above) 389. It is submitted in this regard that an unassuming user who lawfully obtains access to the contents of a work in terms of a non-negotiable electronic contract would probably not appreciate the significance of the prejudice caused by the unfair terms on his ability to, for example, make a
The consequences of this paragraph-privileging contract over copyright could significantly prejudice the enforcement of traditional exceptions in the digital age.\textsuperscript{467} Copyright owners have, in terms of this sub-paragraph, the dual benefit of contract law and the legal protection of technological measures which members are not authorized to defeat for the purposes of enabling beneficiaries to enforce exceptions. This sub-paragraph further amplifies concerns noted by scholars of the negative impact of electronic contracts on exceptions such as fair use in the digital environment,\textsuperscript{468} particularly the Internet.

The Directive, in terms of sub-paragraph 1 of Article 6(4), promotes the use of contractual agreements by the copyright owner with regard to the aforementioned exemptions. Members are obliged to intervene in terms of the requirements of sub-paragraph 1 in the absence of voluntary measures by copyright owners, clearly indicating the preference of contract law over copyright law. The Directive further increases electronic contracting and excludes member states from intervening in terms of sub-paragraph 4 of Article 6(4). In light of the above analysis it is agreed that the Directive has the effect, in the context of Article 6(4), of establishing a general principle that contract law will overcome copyright law in the digital age.\textsuperscript{469}

3.3.6. Conclusion

The mechanism of Article 6(4) has received approval as compared to the provisions of the DMCA as it establishes a system whereby copyright owners would make works more accessible to permit fair uses of protected works.\textsuperscript{470} It has also been identified as a means to resolve the conflict between the legal protection of technological measures and the enforcement of exceptions.\textsuperscript{471}

\textsuperscript{467} Kerr, Maurushat and Tacit (note 148 above) 47.
\textsuperscript{468} Coppenhagen (note 115 above) 445.
\textsuperscript{469} Casellati (note 418 above) 391.
\textsuperscript{470} Basler (note 444 above) 1.
\textsuperscript{471} Braun (note 354 above) 499.
It is submitted that the mechanism provides an innovative means to overcome the problems identified in respect of the interaction between the legal protection of technological measures and exceptions to copyright, as it requires constructive steps to be taken by the member and the copyright owner to ensure that the effective enforcement of an exception to copyright. It is, however, agreed that the mechanism of Article 6(4) is flawed.\textsuperscript{472} The provisions of Article 6(4) have been criticized as being complicated and ambiguous with the practical enforceability of the mechanism being questioned.\textsuperscript{473} First, the obligations of members to intervene are not extended to the provisions of Article 6(2). Braun concludes that, in not extending the scope of Article 6(4) to the provisions of Article 6(2), the Directive effectively restricts members from introducing any exceptions to the anti-trafficking provisions.\textsuperscript{474} It is submitted that the implication of this omission is that, although members are required to intervene to ensure the protection of certain exceptions to copyright, members are not given the authority to facilitate the manufacture of circumvention devices which have been outlawed in terms of Article 6(2) but which would be required to enforce the exception. In the circumstances, the effectiveness of the mechanism depends on a powerful implementation by members that would provide the means to compel copyright owners:-

\begin{quote}
\textbf{to permit the exercise of the excepted use...Otherwise "the user cannot be provided with a device which enables the circumvention of the technological measure" because these devices remain outlawed.}\textsuperscript{475}
\end{quote}

It is submitted that the analysis of the provisions of Article 6(4) reflects an inadequate attempt to reconcile the enforcement of exceptions to copyright with the legal protection of technological measures. While the purposes of the mechanism introduced in Article 6(4) is commendable, it is agreed that the collective effect of the provisions of Article 6(4) and Article 5 of the Directive, as discussed in this chapter, unquestionably facilitates the destabilization of the balance that has been maintained by the traditional system of

\textsuperscript{472} See generally Casellati (note 418 above).
\textsuperscript{473} Ibid. See also Esler (note 317 above) 602.
\textsuperscript{474} Braun (note 354 above) 499.
\textsuperscript{475} Basler (note 444 above) 16.
copyright in the analogue environment. Scholars have even gone to the extent of disapproving completely of Article 6(4).\textsuperscript{476}

The mechanism of Article 6(4) has been criticized as being far more restrictive than the provisions of the DMCA.\textsuperscript{477} In this regard it has been argued\textsuperscript{478} that the provisions of the DMCA are flexible as it has the ability, in terms of the rulemaking proceeding, to permit additional exceptions to the act of circumventing an access control measure and may accordingly address the restriction on fair use periodically.\textsuperscript{479} The mechanism of Article 6(4), on the other end, restricts members' abilities to intervene in respect of specific exceptions.\textsuperscript{480} In this regard, it has been identified\textsuperscript{481} that the development of copyright exceptions, in terms of the rulemaking proceeding of the DMCA, to the circumvention of access control measures is codified in principle only. It is, therefore, submitted that both the implementation models of Article 11 of the DMCA and the Directive effectively constrain the enforcement of exceptions such as fair use, the potential evisceration of exceptions and the demise of the balance of the traditional system of copyright in the digital age. The implementation models of the DMCA and the Directive clearly extend beyond the requirements of the WCT and the prerogatives of copyright law. They demonstrate that the adoption of extensive protection for copyright owners would be detrimental to the traditional system of copyright. They illustrate, more specifically, that the extensive legal protection of technological protection measures could be destructive to the efficacy of exceptions to copyright such as fair use. Section 1201 of the DMCA and Article 6(4) of the Directive represent conspicuous models of what not to do in the digital age to ensure that the system of traditional copyright and hence exceptions such as fair use is preserved.

The next chapter examines the South African Copyright Act, its ability to meet the challenges of the digital age and the desirability to modify.

\textsuperscript{476} Esler (note 317 above) 602
\textsuperscript{477} Casellati (note 418 above) 400.
\textsuperscript{478} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{479} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{480} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{481} See Chapter III Part A.
IV COPYRIGHT LAW IN SOUTH AFRICA

4.1 Introduction

It has been identified that the digitization of copyrighted works and the potential of digital technologies and computer networks such as the Internet to facilitate unauthorized reproduction and distribution of works has inundated the international community with complex issues surrounding the effective enforcement of traditional copyright legislation in the digital environment. The dissertation first, presented the discussions of various nations at the Diplomatic Conference, which was convened by the WIPO to reform international copyright rules that would respond appropriately to the advanced issues of the digital age, second, evaluated significant provisions of the WCT, which was adopted at the Diplomatic Conference to modify as well as add new copyright rules that were considered fundamental in the protection of copyright in the digital environment and third, examined the implementation models of Article 11 of the WCT by the United States and the European Union.

Apart from the aforementioned nations, various other contracting parties determined that their national copyright laws were inadequate and failed to effectively protect copyrighted works and accordingly ratified the WCT. South Africa is one of the contracting parties to the WCT thus indicating that the participating delegation considered that the South African Copyright Act required revision to respond to the advanced digital challenges. South Africa has, however, not yet ratified the said treaty. Thus this part of the study considers the sustainability of the current Copyright Act in the digital age.

482 See Chapter I.
483 See Chapter II.
484 Ibid.
485 See Chapter III.
486 See WIPO Treaties Statistics (note 198 above).
Following the adoption of the WCT at the Diplomatic Conference and in the year 2000 the South African Department of Communications recognized, in its Green Paper on Electronic Commerce, that the current legislation protecting intellectual property in South Africa was not equipped to deal with the advanced issues of the digital age. The Green Paper, more significantly, identified that the Internet distorted the traditional theories upon which the current South African copyright legislation is based. The Department of Communications accordingly recommended that it is imperative to formulate a system of legislation that would respond appropriately to developments in technologies, the advent of the Internet and which would offer adequate protection of rights in the digital environment.

4.2 Analysis of the Copyright Act

An examination of the provisions of the Copyright Act relating to the right of reproduction, the right of communication to the public, the right of distribution, limitations and exceptions and copyright infringement, will be undertaken to determine the extent of application of the various provisions of the Copyright Act in the digital age. The analysis will make reference to the corresponding provisions of the WCT to establish whether the revised and new digital standards contained in the WCT would clarify the enforcement of existing provisions of the Copyright Act in the digital environment. A possible implementation model of Article 11 of the WCT by South Africa will also be considered with reference to the problematic features of the implementation models of the United States and the European Union.

489 Ibid.
490 Ibid.
4.2.1 Scope of Copyright Protection

In order for a work to qualify for copyright protection, it must be original.492 The work has to further be written down, recorded, represented in digital data or signals or otherwise reduced to a material form.493 This requirement of reduction to material form does not apply to a broadcast or programme-carrying signal.494 A broadcast will be subject to copyright protection once it is broadcast495 and a programme-carrying signal once it is transmitted.496 There are no formal requirements for copyright to subsist in a work.497 In the circumstances copyright subsists automatically provided that the aforementioned requirements are met.498

4.2.2 The Exclusive Rights of Copyright Owners

The Copyright Act grants the copyright owner a number of exclusive rights, which have been outlined in Chapter 1. South Africa is a signatory to the WCT and WPPT, as discussed above, but is yet to ratify these treaties. Implementation of the Internet Treaties would have far reaching consequences for the participation of South Africa in global e-commerce as copyright has been recognized as the key to e-commerce.499 The WCT requires contracting parties to expand rights of copyright owners to the digital environment.

4.2.2.1 The Right of Reproduction

It has been established that the extension of the copyright owner’s right of reproduction to the digital age is fundamental in the prevention of unauthorized uses of digital

492 Section 2(1).
493 Section 2(2).
494 Ibid.
495 Section 2(1)(2A).
496 Ibid.
497 Dean (note 5 above) 1-4.
498 Ibid.
499 Okedji (note 4 above). See also Garlick (note 37 above) 944-945.
works. As South Africa has not yet implemented Article 1(4) of the WCT, which extends the application of the right of reproduction to the digital environment, the primary inquiry is the nature of application of the right of reproduction, as contained in the Copyright Act, to the transmission of digital works over the Internet. The right of reproduction in relation to a literary or musical work or broadcast is defined in section 1 to include reproduction in the form of a record or a cinematographic film. Further, a record is defined in section 1 as any disc, tape, perforated role or other device in or on which sounds or data or signals representing sounds, are embodied or represented so as to be capable of being automatically reproduced or performed therefrom. It is agreed that the latter definition appears to include the storage of work in digital form in an electronic medium as the phrase ‘other device’ would include an electronic medium as reflected in the agreed statement to Article 1(4) of the WCT.

Having recognized that the right of reproduction would apply in the digital environment, the secondary query is extent of its application. In other words, the issue is the extent of protection that the copyright owner would be afforded in the digital environment in terms of the right of reproduction. The expression ‘sounds’ or ‘signals representing sounds’ relates to the storage of sound while the expression ‘data’ seems to relate the representation of information operated by a computer program on a computer storage device. It is not explicitly clear from the definition of record whether the storage of all types of work in digital form in or on an electronic medium would be covered.

500 See Chapter I.
502 The Cassell Pocket English Dictionary (1995) defines data as ‘the information operated on by a computer program.’
503 de Villiers (note 501 above) 9 where it is submitted that ‘the definition of a record seems to be limited in its application to sound reproduction and although computer storage devices will clearly fall within such definition it is therefore not in itself sufficient to cover other types of work’.
504 Ibid.
It is submitted that it is thus unclear whether the right of reproduction includes, for example, the storage of text or images in electronic mediums. The right of reproduction does, however, provide that the copyright owner has the exclusive right to reproduce the work in ‘any manner or form’. It is agreed that this expression is wide enough to include within the ambit of the right of reproduction, the representation of all types of work in digital form in or on electronic mediums, which the definition of record does not provide.

It is submitted further that the right of reproduction does not expressly address the controversial issue as to whether or not temporary or ephemeral copies are included within its ambit. It is, however, agreed that the expression ‘in any manner or form’ is wide enough to include, within the ambit of the right of reproduction, direct or indirect reproductions of copyrighted works that are of a temporary nature. It is significant to mention that the delegation of South Africa submitted at the Diplomatic Conference that Article 7(1) of the Basic Proposal, which provided that temporary acts of reproduction were included within the ambit of the right of reproduction, was declarative of South African legislation. It is submitted that the right of reproduction would thus seem to include temporary acts of reproduction that are made by online service providers to facilitate the transmission of works over the Internet to users, temporary acts of reproduction that are a part of the technological process of the computer, temporary acts of reproduction that are made to facilitate legitimate non-infringing activities permitted by the Copyright Act such as fair use and temporary acts of reproduction that are made while browsing the Internet.

Some of the delegations at the Diplomatic Conference had difficulties with the protection of temporary acts of reproduction in certain cases, as they feared that such protection would interfere with the balancing of interests and inhibit lawful uses such as fair use of

---

505 See sections 6(a), 7(a), 8(a), 10(a) and 11B(a) of the Copyright Act.
506 de Villiers (note 501 above) 47.
507 Ibid.
508 WIPO (note 94 above) 36 paragraph 267.
There was, however, a general understanding that all temporary acts of reproduction should fall within the ambit of the right of reproduction as contained in the Berne Convention. The delegations argued, however, that the right of reproduction should be subject to appropriate limitations that would exclude from the scope of the right, reproductions that are made for fair use purposes or those which were facilitative in nature or which had no economic importance.

It has been identified that direct or indirect digital reproductions of works that are stored in or on electronic mediums such as the interactive computer network of the Internet, whether the reproduction is permanent or temporary, would fall within the ambit of the right of reproduction. This analysis indicates that the scope of the current right of reproduction is sufficiently applicable to the digital environment. It is accordingly submitted that the copyright owner would be able to exercise control of this fundamental right in the digital environment to combat the unauthorized exploitation of works. It is, however, recommended that the right of reproduction should be extended and that the scope of the protection should be clarified in clear and express terms, within the framework of the WCT, to fully apply to the digital environment.

Taking into consideration the concern expressed by various delegations at the Diplomatic Conference that an extensive right of reproduction, without appropriate limitations, might affect the balance of interests and more significantly the rights of users to engage in fair use activities, it is submitted that the right of reproduction should further be limited in its application to temporary acts of reproduction. The implementation models of the WCT from various countries illustrate that temporary acts of reproduction are expressly
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509 WIPO (note 94 above) 33 paragraph 251 (Delegation of Singapore), 35 paragraph 264 (Delegation of the Republic of Korea).
510 Ibid. See also 33 paragraph 253 (Delegation of the European Communities), 34 paragraph 260 (Delegation of the United States), 35 paragraph 265 (Delegation of the United Kingdom), and 36 paragraph 267 (Delegation of South Africa). See also 34 paragraph 256 for a contrary view by the Delegation of Denmark, which argued that certain temporary acts of reproduction should be expressly excluded from the scope of the right of reproduction and not be made dependant on a system of exceptions. See further 35, 37 paragraphs 263 and 274 for similar views by the Delegations of Sweden and Norway respectively.
511 Ibid.
512 See Chapter IV paragraph 4.2.2.1.
513 Article 1(4) and the agreed statement concerning this article.
included within the ambit of the right of reproduction. A discussion of the protection provided by the European Union under the right of reproduction in the context of the implementation of Article 1(4) of the WCT will follow.

4.2.2.1.1 The Right of Reproduction of the European Union

The Directive requires members to expressly provide protection for temporary acts of reproduction within the scope of the right of reproduction.\(^{514}\) It is submitted that this approach is appropriate as the temporary storage of a work in digital form in or on an electronic medium, such as the random access memory of a computer, would implicate the right of reproduction. In an attempt to maintain the traditional balance of interests in the copyright regime, the Directive further mandates members to recognize limited exemptions from the right of reproduction.\(^{515}\) Temporary acts of reproduction, which are transient, incidental or an integral and essential element of a technological process and the sole purpose of which are to enable transmissions in networks to users by online service providers or lawful activities that have no economic importance must be excluded from the right of reproduction.\(^{516}\) The Directive endorses the three-step test of the Berne Convention by requiring that the exclusions shall only be enforced by members (1) in special cases (2) which do not conflict with the normal exploitation of the work and (3) do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the rightholder.\(^{517}\) The application of exceptions to the protection of temporary acts of reproduction is accordingly dependant on the provisions of the Berne Convention.\(^{518}\)

It is submitted that the approach adopted by the European Union ensures that special acts of reproduction such as fair uses, browsing the Internet and acts that are a part of the technological process of computer networks are specifically excluded from the scope of the right of reproduction. It is agreed that these exceptions could have been excluded from the scope of the right of reproduction by simply applying the provisions of Article

---

\(^{514}\) Article 2.

\(^{515}\) Article 5(1). See also Recitals 14, 31 and 33 of the Directive.

\(^{516}\) Ibid.

\(^{517}\) Article 5(5).

\(^{518}\) Casellati (note 418 above) 383. See also Coppenhagen (note 115 above) 436.
9(2) of the Berne Convention. It is submitted that the provision of specific mandatory exemptions to the right of reproduction provides clarity on the controversial aspect of temporary acts of reproduction and more significantly harmonises members’ laws and promotes the consistent enforcement of exceptions to temporary acts of reproduction.

It is argued that temporary acts of reproduction that are made by online service providers to facilitate the transmission of works over the Internet to users, temporary acts of reproduction that are a part of the technological process of the computer, temporary acts of reproduction that are made to facilitate legitimate activities permitted by the Copyright Act such as fair use and temporary acts of reproduction that are made while browsing the Internet could similarly be excluded from the current right of reproduction by applying the provisions of Sections 12 and 13 of the Copyright Act. It is, however, agreed that the right of reproduction should be clarified to expressly include temporary acts of reproduction. In this regard it is submitted that any clarification of the right of reproduction should specifically provide, like Article 5 of the Directive, that the aforementioned acts of reproduction are excluded from its ambit as exceptions.

It is submitted that the aforementioned an approach would appropriately provide online service providers with the assurance that they would not attract liability for infringing rights of reproduction by performing temporary acts of reproduction during the transmission of works over computer networks to facilitate fair use of the work by the user, as such acts has been expressly excluded from the scope of the right of reproduction. This would, further, ensure that online service providers would not refrain from providing services to online users to retrieve information for fair use purposes. It is submitted that the ability of the user to make fair use of the work would thus not be affected. Consequently, the balance of interests would be respected in the digital age in this respect.

519 See WIPO (note 94 above) 37 paragraph 273.
520 Coppenhagen (note 115 above) 437.
4.2.2.2 The Right of Communication to the Public

The right of ‘communication to the public’\textsuperscript{521} or otherwise referred to as the ‘making available right’\textsuperscript{522} was recognized at the Diplomatic Conference and scholars alike, as discussed above, as valuable and important for the advanced issues of the digital age, in particular for the information communication infrastructure that facilitates mass unauthorized uses of digital works over the Internet.\textsuperscript{523}

The Copyright Act provides for certain exclusive rights of communication to the public that differ in nature from one another. These include, in respect of literary or musical works, publishing the work,\textsuperscript{524} performing the work in public,\textsuperscript{525} broadcasting the work\textsuperscript{526} and transmitting the work in a diffusion service.\textsuperscript{527} These rights also apply to other categories of work but not to all categories of recognized works.\textsuperscript{528}

The extents to which the aforementioned rights apply to the digital environment are, however, uncertain.\textsuperscript{529} While de Villiers is of the view that the Internet should be regarded as a diffusion service as opposed to a broadcasting service,\textsuperscript{530} it is submitted that the scopes of the rights as contained in the Copyright Act were not drafted to address digital transmissions over the Internet. The application of the current right of communication of a work to the public by publication in the digital environment will be discussed next.

\textsuperscript{521} Article 8 of the WCT.
\textsuperscript{522} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{523} See Chapter II.
\textsuperscript{524} Section 6(b).
\textsuperscript{525} Section 6(c).
\textsuperscript{526} Section 6(d).
\textsuperscript{527} Section 6(e).
\textsuperscript{528} See for example section 7(b) and (c) in respect of an artistic work and section 8(b), (c) and (d) in respect of a cinematographic work.
\textsuperscript{529} Coppenhagen (note 115 above) 440.
\textsuperscript{530} de Villiers (note 501 above) 52. His view is based on the English case \textit{Shetland Times Ltd v Dr Jonathan Wills and Zetnews Ltd} [1997] SLT 669.
4.2.2.1 Publication of the work

A copyright owner has the exclusive right in terms of the Copyright Act to publish the work or authorize the publication thereof in respect of literary, musical or artistic works and computer programs. A publication does not include performance of a musical or dramatic work, cinematographic film or sound recording, public delivery of a literary work, transmission in a diffusion service or the broadcasting of a work. A work will be considered published if copies thereof have been issued to the public. Subject to the latter provision, a work will be considered published if copies thereof have been issued to the public, with the consent of the copyright owner, in sufficient quantities to reasonably meet the needs of the public.

In terms of the above a person who, without the authority of the copyright owner, issues copies of the copyrighted work to the public will commit infringement of copyright by publication. The Copyright Act is in relation to literary and musical works framed in terms of print in analogue form. The traditional right of publication thus focuses on physical ‘copies’ of works that have been issued to the public. The question relating to the application of this right in the digital age is whether publication takes place when digital copies of the work are made available on the Internet? While this might, in terms of a literal application of the traditional right, amount to publication, it is submitted that the complication of the application of this right in the digital context would arise as a result of the nature of the Internet.
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540 de Villiers (note 501 above) 49 where it is argued that there is no reason why the right of publication could also apply to ‘the Internet and more specifically to the placement of a work on a web site for users to make transient copies of it by viewing it or more permanent copies by downloading it’.
The interactive nature of the Internet requires the individual member of the public to access the work to view or make use of it. While the availability of the work to be accessed by the public might constitute publication, whether it is a temporary copy that is made in the random access memory of a computer or a permanent copy that is downloaded for private use, it has been argued that the mere act of making a work available on the Internet could essentially constitute a transmission of the work in a diffusion service.\textsuperscript{541} If there is any merit in this latter argument then the making available of the work on the Internet would not fall within the right of publication as publication, in terms of the Copyright Act, does not extend to transmissions of works in a diffusion service.\textsuperscript{542} Consequently if the making available of works in a diffusion service is considered as transmissions in a diffusion service, then the right of publication, as currently contained in the Copyright Act, would not be implicated. It follows that the copyright owner could maintain control over the digital transmission of his work in terms of the exclusive right to transmit the work in a diffusion service.\textsuperscript{543} It is however unsettled whether the Internet could be regarded as a diffusion service.\textsuperscript{544}

The interactive element of the Internet that requires the member of the public to access the work once it has been made available to them would fall within the scope of the ‘right of communication to the public or the making available right’ of the WCT.\textsuperscript{545} This right would effectively allow the copyright owner to control works that have been made available on the Internet for use by the public and protect themselves against the unauthorized use of their works.\textsuperscript{546} Alternatively, the copyright owner could exercise control in terms of either the right of reproduction as publication does amount to the implication of this right or the right of distribution as ‘infringement by publication amounts to no more than infringement by distribution’.\textsuperscript{547} The more simplistic solution is discussed below.
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The scope of the application of other forms of communication as contained in the Copyright Act to the digital age is also questionable. Further, it is submitted that cognizance must be taken of the fact that these communication rights are drafted in terms of an analogue environment. It is therefore argued that they do not specifically address development of and advances in technology. For example, they do not comply with the second part of the right contained in the WCT, which is the interactive element of making the work available to the public. It has been established that this right relates specifically to digital transmissions and use of works over the Internet. It is therefore submitted that the Copyright Act should be amended accordingly to comply with the provisions of Article 8 of the WCT. Contracting parties, are in terms of Article 8, given a choice as to whether to include the right within an existing exclusive right or in terms of the enactment of a new right. It is agreed that South Africa should, when implementing the WCT, introduce a new right of communication to the public that specifically addresses all categories of work and the interactive transmissions of the Internet. It is submitted that this would involve a simplistic approach that would evade any difficulties of including the right within the scope of an existing right and would guarantee the copyright owner with an understandable, unambiguous and exclusive right of communication to the public that would protect him against unauthorized transmissions of his work over the Internet.

The next section considers the provisions of the Copyright Act relating to infringement of the exclusive rights of the copyright owner in a digital context.

4.2.3 Infringement of Copyright

Infringement of copyright is regulated by section 23 of the Copyright Act. The Copyright Act provides for two forms of infringement.

---

548 Coppenhagen (note 115 above) 440.
549 See Chapter II.
550 See comments from the Delegation of the United States at the Diplomatic Conference WIPO (note 94 above) 41 paragraph 301.
551 Coppenhagen (note 115 above) 438.
552 Dean (note 5 above) 1-37.
4.2.3.1 Direct Infringement

Section 23(1) provides that a person who, without the authority of the copyright owner, performs or causes another person to perform any of the exclusive rights shall infringe copyright. This is referred to as direct or primary infringement.

It has been established that the advanced issues of the digital age resulted in substantial copyright infringement by reproduction, which is the most significant means by which works are being commercially exploited over computer networks such as the Internet. In the circumstances copyright was in a digital crisis. It has been identified in this chapter that a wide interpretation of the right of reproduction in the Copyright Act would include the storage of content in digital form in or on an electronic medium such as the Internet. In the circumstances the copyright owner would, in terms of section 23(1), be able to pursue infringement proceeding, under the present Copyright Act, against the unauthorized reproduction of his work in the digital environment. A lack of knowledge that one is engaging in unauthorized reproduction or any of the other restricted acts is not a defense to copyright infringement.

The problem with the scope of the right of reproduction is that, as mentioned above, it needs to be refined to address specific technological advances such as the internal workings of the computer. While the copyright owner's right of reproduction is wide enough to cover infringement by reproduction in respect of all copies that are made in the memories of computer networks during the transmission of the work from the host computer to the local computer, it is submitted that it would, for example, be unfair to hold liable for copyright infringement an innocent online service provider which, without knowledge, assists a subscriber in transmitting work by making unauthorized acts of reproduction over networks. It is therefore submitted that the Copyright Act should be

---

553 This is the first form of copyright infringement in the Copyright Act. See Dean (note 5 above) 1-37.
554 Section 23(1).
555 Dean (note 5 above) 1-37.
556 See Chapter I.
557 Dean (note 5 above) 1-43.
558 See Chapter IV paragraph 4.2.2.1.
amended accordingly to exclude, from the ambit of the protective net, temporary acts of reproduction of the nature discussed above.\textsuperscript{559}

\textbf{4.2.3.2 Indirect Infringement}\textsuperscript{560}

Indirect or secondary infringement\textsuperscript{561} would occur first when a person, who without the license of the copyright owner, deals with infringing copies of copyrighted works and second when a person permits a place of public entertainment to be used for an infringing public performance.\textsuperscript{562}

Section 23(2) of the Copyright Act regulates the unauthorized dealing in infringing copies, which includes the trafficking in infringing copies\textsuperscript{563} and the distribution of infringing copies of a work in the Republic for the purposes of trade or other purposes, to the extent that the copyright owner of the work in question is prejudicially affected.\textsuperscript{564} The Copyright Act imposes on the infringer the requirement that he must have had knowledge of the infringing copy.\textsuperscript{565} An infringing copy is defined in the Copyright Act as a reproduction or adaptation of a literary, musical or artistic work, a published edition or a cinematographic film in which the making of such copy constitutes an infringement of the work in question.\textsuperscript{566} Although the Copyright Act does not expressly provide the copyright owner with an exclusive right of distribution as contained in the WCT,\textsuperscript{567} it does protect him from the unauthorized distribution of infringing copies of works in which copyright subsists.\textsuperscript{568}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{559} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{560} This is the second form of copyright infringement in the Copyright Act. See Dean (note 5 above) 1-37.
\item \textsuperscript{561} Dean (note 5 above) 1-37.
\item \textsuperscript{562} Ibid 1-43 – 1-46.
\item \textsuperscript{563} section 23(2)(b) of the Copyright Act.
\item \textsuperscript{564} section 23(2)(c) of the Copyright Act.
\item \textsuperscript{565} section 23(2) of the Copyright Act. See Dean (note 5 above) 1-44 where it is submitted that an infringing article which is made by infringing the copyright in a work is generally referred to as an 'infringing copy'.
\item \textsuperscript{566} Section 1 of the Copyright Act.
\item \textsuperscript{567} Article 6 of the WCT.
\item \textsuperscript{568} Section 23(2)(b) of the Copyright Act.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
The question then remains as to how this right of distribution, inclusive of the provisions relating to indirect infringement of copyright, applies to the digital age? It would seem that the right as contained in the Copyright Act does correlate to the right as contained in the WCT in so far as the expression ‘article’ would include ‘fixed copies placed into circulation as tangible objects’.\(^569\) It has been argued that the scope of the right of distribution of the WCT could be extended to include digital transmissions of electronic copies of works over the Internet.\(^570\) Coppenhagen\(^571\) argues that the right of distribution should not be extended to include transmissions over the Internet as the right of communication to the public, as contained in the WCT, more appropriately deals with the interactive nature of the Internet.\(^572\) The copyright owner is in terms of the Copyright Act entitled to damages, an interdict and the delivery of infringing copies in respect of copyright infringement.\(^573\)

4.2.4 Limitations of and Exceptions to Copyright

The exemptions to copyright infringement are contained in section 12 to section 19B of the Copyright Act. Fair dealing with the work is universally accepted as the most fundamental public interest exemption. The concept of fair dealing in South Africa is unclear and is left to interpretation by the Courts in light of surrounding circumstances to the alleged infringing conduct.\(^574\) Owen Dean recommends that the factors that have been laid down in United States Copyright Act, 1976\(^575\) to determine whether ‘fair use’ has taken place in respect of a work should be taken into account by our courts when considering whether ‘fair dealing’ of a work has taken place.\(^576\) These factors include: the purpose and character of fair use, the nature of the copyrighted work, the amount and substantiality of the portion uses and the effect upon the plaintiff’s potential market.\(^577\)

\(^{569}\) Coppenhagen (note 115 above) 438.
\(^{570}\) Ibid.
\(^{571}\) Ibid. 438-439.
\(^{572}\) Ibid.
\(^{573}\) section 24(1) of the Copyright Act.
\(^{574}\) Dean (note 5 above) 1-52.
\(^{575}\) The Copyright Act of 1976, Title 17 United States Code.
\(^{576}\) Dean (note 5 above) 1-52 submits that the term ‘fair use’ which is used in the United States Copyright Act, 1976 is synonymous with the term ‘fair dealing’ as used in the Copyright Act.
\(^{577}\) See section 107 of the Copyright Act of 1976, Title 17 United States Code.
Fair dealing is dealt with in section 12 of the Copyright Act, which relates to exemptions from copyright infringement in respect of a literary or musical work. The fair dealing exceptions include fair dealing with the work for the purposes:-

(1) of research or private study or personal or private use; 578
(2) criticism or review; 579
(3) reporting current events:
   (i) in a newspaper, magazine or similar periodical; or
   (ii) by means of broadcasting or in a cinematographic film. 580

The aforementioned exceptions also apply to artistic works, 581 broadcasts 582 and published editions. 583 The source and the author’s name, if it appears on the work, must be indicated when one is fair dealing with works in certain circumstances. 584

The copyright in any work shall further not be infringed by the reproduction of a work if such reproduction is permitted in terms of regulations prescribed in terms of section 13 of the Copyright Act and which is not in conflict with the normal exploitation of the work and is not unreasonably prejudicial to the legitimate interests of the owner of the copyright. 585 Section 13 of the Copyright Act relays the three-step test of the Berne Convention although the ‘special cases’ element is to be determined by the minister in terms of regulation. Reproduction of works is permitted by regulation in respect of general reproductions, reproductions by libraries or archives and reproductions for use in educational institutions. 586

578 section 12(1)(a) of the Copyright Act.
579 section 12(1)(b), section 16(1), section 17 and section 19B(1) of the Copyright Act respectively provide that this exemption also applies to cinematographic films, sound recordings and computer programs.
580 section 12(1)(c)(i) and (ii). Section 16(1), section 17 and section 19B(1) of the Copyright Act respectively provide that this exemption also applies to cinematographic films, sound recordings and computer programs.
581 section 15(4) of the Copyright Act.
582 section 18 of the Copyright Act.
583 section 19A of the Copyright Act.
584 see the proviso to Section 12 of the Copyright Act where it is stated that fair dealing for the purposes of criticism or review and reporting current events in a newspaper, magazine or similar periodical (section 12(b) and (c)(i) respectively) will be allowed provided that the source and the name of the author of the work is mentioned.
585 section 13 of the Copyright Act relays the three-step test of the Berne Convention although the ‘special cases’ element has been left to be determined by regulation.
586 Dean (note 5 above) 1-58A.
The importance of maintaining traditional limitations and exceptions in the digital age and the role that exceptions will play in the information age has been emphasized in this dissertation. It has been established that the WIPO, in formulating the various provisions of the WCT, paid specific attention to the preservation of the traditional balancing of interests in the digital environment.\textsuperscript{587} The Preamble and the provisions of Article 10(2) of the WCT acknowledge the need for the traditional limitations and exceptions, which are considered acceptable under the Berne Convention, to be extended into the digital age.\textsuperscript{588} The fair dealing exception incorporated in section 12 of the Copyright Act and the exception to the right of reproduction contained in section 13 of the Copyright Act would thus fall within the scope of this article. It is accordingly submitted that these traditional exceptions could be appropriately extended by South Africa, when ratifying the WCT, into the digital environment, thereby fostering the interests of the public to enforce exceptions so as to benefit from the products of the information age. It is submitted further that this extension would encourage development in the areas of research, education and the public access to information.

The provisions of Article 10(2) further address the situation of the need to develop new exceptions to deal with the changing environment of digital technology. It is thus submitted that South Africa will, when ratifying the WCT, be left with the flexibility of introducing new exceptions desired necessary for the digital environment. It is submitted that this provision is important as it acknowledges the ability of digital technology to transform suddenly thus necessitating the need for contracting parties to craft new exceptions that appropriately address the changes. The significant feature of this provision is that the development of additional exceptions is dependant on the three-step test of the Berne Convention. Lessons to be learned from the Directive\textsuperscript{589} indicate that the need to maintain traditional exceptions and develop new exceptions was undermined by the provisions of Article 5.

\textsuperscript{587} See Chapter II, Preamble of the WCT and Article 10 of the WCT.
\textsuperscript{588} See also agreed statement concerning Article 10 of the WCT.
\textsuperscript{589} This aspect was discussed in Chapter III Part B.
The aspect of an appropriate interface relation between traditional exceptions to copyright and the legal protection of technological measures, in the context of Article 1, will be discussed in the next section.

4.3 The Legal Protection of Technological Measures

It has been established that the model of the technological protection measure provides copyright owners with the means to protect their works against copyright infringement in the digital age.\(^{591}\) It has further been acknowledged that the effectiveness of technological measures could be easily defeated without adequate circumvention legislation.\(^{592}\) The Diplomatic Conference emphasized the importance of providing adequate legal protection against the circumvention of technological measures that are designed to prevent or restrict exclusive copyright acts in relation to copyrighted works and consequently adopted Article 11 of the WCT.\(^{593}\) Copyright protection is based on the principle that copyright owners must receive economic benefits for their intellectual creations and to encourage the creation of further 'products of intellect'.\(^{594}\) It has been established that adequate legal protection of technological measures, which are increasingly being used by copyright owners to protect their works from copyright infringement in the digital environment and more significantly, their economic benefits that are associated with the exercise of their rights, would encourage copyright owners to create further 'products of intellect'.\(^{595}\) It is submitted that the implementation of Article 11 of the WCT is therefore fundamental to the encouragement of intellectual creations, enhancement of knowledge and the promotion of education as well as the competitive participation of South Africa in the global knowledge-based economy.

It has been recognized that while technological measures can be engaged by copyright owners to prevent acts of copyright infringement, they can also be engaged to prevent or restrict acts that are permitted by the system of copyright such as limitations of and

---

590 Article 11 of the WCT.
591 See Chapter I and Chapter II.
592 Ibid.
593 See Chapter II.
594 Dean (note 5 above) 1-1
595 See Chapter I and II.
exceptions to the exclusive rights of the copyright owner. It has already been identified that the problematic feature of the technological protection model is that it has the potential to profoundly affect the application of the fair dealing exception, which is generally considered acceptable under the Berne Convention and the Copyright Act. It has been illustrated that the Diplomatic Conference, in an attempt to avoid this potential danger to the enforcement of exceptions in the digital environment, carefully formulated the provisions of the WCT. It has been indicated that the WCT effectively provides a balanced framework within which contracting parties would be able to provide adequate legal protection of technological measures and simultaneously extend the application of traditionally accepted exceptions to copyright such as fair dealing into the digital age. In doing so, it is submitted that the WCT established a system of digital standards for the digital age that appropriately respects and maintains the traditional system of copyright, which sought to balance the rights of the copyright owner with the interests of the public to engage in fair uses of copyrighted works, in the digital environment.

It has been illustrated that the implementation models of the DMCA and the Directive went beyond the requirements of the WCT in providing extensive protection for copyright owners as well as an access right, which could effectively jettison the enforcement of traditional exceptions to copyright such as fair dealing and ultimately destroy the traditional system of copyright. The exceptions to the anti-circumvention provisions have been identified as narrow and limited in scope: the exceptions of the DMCA do not correlate to traditional exemptions to copyright and the interface between exceptions to copyright and the legal protection of technological measures of the Directive confines members to intervene in limited circumstances. The Directive further does not allow for members to introduce exceptions that may be relevant in the digital age.

596 Vinje (note 39 above) 197.
597 See Chapter II and Chapter III.
598 See Chapter II.
599 Ibid.
600 See Chapter III.
601 See Chapter III.
It is submitted that the approach adopted by the United States and the European Union conspicuously extend beyond the parameters of copyright law to ensure that the effectiveness of technological protection measures would not weakened. While both the United States and the European Union attempted to maintain a balance between the legal protection of technological protection measures and the enforcement of exceptions to copyright such as fair use, it has been established that this attempt created a legal fiction only.\textsuperscript{602}

South Africa may choose not to extend legal protection to technological measures as it may be argued that this protection is not required as section 23(1) of the Copyright Act would satisfactorily enable a copyright owner to reprimand a person who circumvents a technological measure for infringing purposes. By the same analogy a manufacturer of a circumvention device could be held liable for copyright infringement under the provisions of Section 23(1), in so far as the manufacturer causes this person to infringe copyright by supplying the circumvention too.\textsuperscript{603} It is submitted that as the provisions of section 23(1) of the Copyright Act does not impose a knowledge requirement, a user who negligently circumvents a technological measure or a manufacturer who has no knowledge that the circumvention device would be used for infringing purposes could be unfairly prejudiced and be held liable for direct copyright infringement.

Apart from the reasons mentioned in paragraph one of this section, it is submitted that the implementation of Article 11 of the WCT would act as a deterrent and be advantageous to the curtailment of massive copyright infringement in the digital age. The potential infringer would be apprehensive as he would face liability in respect of the infringement of copyright as well as the contravention of the anti-circumvention provisions.\textsuperscript{604} It is argued further that the legal protection of technological measures should be implemented to clarify the potential problems that a negligent user or innocent manufacturer could face in terms of the current Copyright Act.

\textsuperscript{602} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{603} Coppenhagen (note 115 above) 445, 450 where she presents this argument.
\textsuperscript{604} Vinje (note 39 above) 198.
It is submitted that the mistakes made by the United States and the European Union are lessons to be learned by the South African Legislature. The Legislature must, when formulating appropriate anti-circumvention and anti-trafficking legislation, respect the traditional system of copyright and acknowledge the function that the balancing of interests would play in the information age. It has been established that the system of copyright promotes the economic interests of the copyright owner, the creativity and innovation of the protected writer and the next generation of writers as well as the social and cultural interests of the public by enforcing limitations of and exceptions to the exclusive rights of the copyright owner that allow the dissemination, access and use of the work by the public. Scholars are in agreement that the exclusive rights of the copyright owner and the limitations of and exceptions to copyright are mutually exclusive of one another, the one co-existing with the other. Without appropriate exceptions and limitations the system of copyright would be non-existent. This would have adverse consequences for the participation of any country with an inadequate system of copyright to compete in the global information economy. Accordingly, the interrelation of provisions relating to the legal protection of technological measures and the enforcement of exceptions to copyright must be carefully drafted and must not, in any manner, threaten to derail the enforcement of exceptions such as fair dealing in the digital age.

It is submitted that the formulation of provisions relating to the legal protection of technological measures by the South African Legislature would remain within the boundaries of the WCT with the underlying principles of the system of copyright guiding the legislative process without the influence of other factors. Taking into consideration the finding that the anti-circumvention and anti-trafficking provisions of the United States and the European Union are detrimental to the enforcement of non-infringing activities such as exceptions in the digital environment, it is submitted that the legal protection of technological measures in South Africa should incorporate the following essential elements:

605 See Chapter I and Chapter II.
606 Vinje (note 39 above) 192 where it is submitted that ‘Far from being just a minor appendix to the copyright rule, let alone a mere blot on the copyright landscape, exceptions to copyright are an indispensable complement to the exclusive right’.
607 This aspect is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
Legal protection against circumvention must be afforded to technological measures that are used by copyright owners, in connection with the exercise of their exclusive rights of the Copyright Act, to prevent or restrict acts, in respect of their works, which are protected by the Copyright Act and not authorized by the copyright owners concerned or permitted by law.

It follows from the aforementioned element that protection of technological measures that are used by copyright owners to prevent or restrict access of copyrighted works should not be protected as the protection of access is not used in connection with any of the exclusive rights of the copyright owner. Such a form of protection would effectively provide the copyright owner with a right of access. It has been established that the provision of a right of access extends beyond the prerogatives of copyright law and would effectively prejudice the enforcement of exceptions to copyright.\textsuperscript{608}

The circumvention of a protected technological measure for the purposes of copyright infringement must be prohibited. This ban on the act of circumvention should incorporate a subjective standard of knowledge element\textsuperscript{609} where the person concerned carries out the circumvention in the knowledge that he or she is pursuing circumvention for the purposes of infringement.

The prohibition should also be extended to the manufacturing and trafficking in circumvention devices or services. This would ensure that the source of the infringement is tackled. It is agreed with Copenhagen that a reasonable foreseeability test should be applied to determine whether or not a circumvention device would be used for the purposes of infringement.\textsuperscript{610} To this end, a provision in respect of the prohibition of circumvention devices or services should impose

\textsuperscript{608} See Chapter II and Chapter III.
\textsuperscript{609} Electronic Frontier Foundation ‘Seven Lessons From a Comparison of the Technological Provisions of the FTAA, the DMCA, and the recent bilateral Free Trade Agreements’ www.eff.org. (date accessed: 4 April 2005).
\textsuperscript{610} Copenhagen (note 115 above) 450 where it is similarly argued that a reasonable foreseeability test be applied to determine whether the circumvention device should be prohibited.
an objective standard of knowledge element on the part of a manufacturer who produces and trafficks in circumvention devices with the reasonable grounds to know that the device would be used for the purposes of copyright infringement.

- It has been emphasized that anti-circumvention provisions must be carefully formulated to ensure that the traditional enforcement of exceptions such as fair dealing is not restricted or defeated. It is therefore submitted that it is essential that the prohibition on both the act of circumvention and circumvention devices correspond to the infringement of copyright. Drawing on the effect of the anti-circumvention and anti-trafficking provisions of the United States and the European Union, it is submitted that this approach would permit acts of circumvention and circumvention devices that facilitate non-infringing purposes such as fair dealing. This would effectively maintain the balancing of interests in the digital environment.

- Both forms of legal protection of technological measures should be subjected to a general exception for non-infringing legitimate purposes. Although the scope of protection extends to rights control measures and circumvention devices that are used for infringing purposes, the incorporation of an exception of this nature would reinforce the delicate balance of the system of copyright and promote exceptions not specifically mentioned as an exception to the provisions. It is submitted that this approach, which would promote flexibility for novel legitimate non-infringing uses that may develop as a consequence of technological changes, is in line with the principle of technological neutrality. This approach would further comply with the provisions of Article 10(1) of the WCT, which permits the introduction of new exceptions suitable for the digital environment.

---

611 See Chapter III.
612 Ibid.
613 See Kerr, Maurushat and Tacit (note 158 above) 70 for a discussion of this principle.
4.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, it is submitted that it would be advantageous for South Africa to revise the Copyright Act in accordance with the requirements laid down in the WCT. The Copyright Act would accordingly be amended to address the specific characteristics of the digital age, for example the right of communication to the public would apply to transmissions of works over the Internet. It has been indicated\(^{614}\) that the extension of protection of technological protection measures would essentially provide copyright owners with the assurance that they would be able to effectively protect their works against copyright infringement and thus encourage them to produce further products of intellect. It has been identified\(^{615}\) that as information is the key to e-commerce, adequate protection of the copyrighted works in the digital age would have the further purpose of promoting the greater public interests to benefit from the creations of others for the purposes of education and research and the economic interests of a country wishing to compete in the global economy of the information society.\(^{616}\) It has been emphasized\(^{617}\) that the implementation of the provisions of the WCT, in particular the formulation of provisions relating to the legal protection of technological measures, must be carefully balanced with the interests of society to be able to freely access information and exercise copyright exceptions such as fair dealing.

\(^{614}\) See Chapter II, Chapter III and Chapter IV paragraph 4.3.
\(^{615}\) See Chapter I.
\(^{616}\) Copenhagen (note 115 above) 430.
\(^{617}\) See Chapter II, Chapter III and Chapter IV paragraph 3.
5.1 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is general knowledge that developed countries, such as the United States of America and Japan, have dominated the global economy of the information society. It is submitted that the efficient protection of copyrighted works in these countries facilitates the creation of intellectual works and the effective participation by them in the global economy. It has been established that effective protection of copyrighted works in the digital age can be achieved in South Africa, through the modification of the Copyright Act, within the context of implementation of the provisions of the WCT. It has been established that the ratification of the provisions of the WCT would clarify the application of existing rights of the copyright owner, for example, protection in respect of the communication of his works to the public would be amended to cover the transmissions of all works over the Internet and most significantly technological protection would provide copyright owners with the guarantee that protection of their works would be effectively enforced. Further, the enforcement of traditional limitations and exceptions would be preserved in the digital age.

The dissertation has recognized that while the protection of technological measures is essential to combat digital copyright infringement it has also illustrated, through the controversial models of the DMCA and the Directive, that extensive protection of technological measures could potentially derail exceptions to copyright such as fair dealing. Extensive technological protection afforded to the copyright owner, like the models of the DMCA and the Directive, could potentially extend the rights of copyright owners beyond the natural borders of copyright. It has been exemplified that broad

---

618 This statement is not to be interpreted to mean that the extensive protection afforded by the United States anti-circumvention provisions of the DMCA and Japan's anti-circumvention provisions of the Japanese Copyright Law No. 48, promulgated on 6 May 1970, as amended by Law No. 77, of June 15, 1999 and the Japanese Anti-Unfair Competition Law, to the detriment of the enforcement of copyright exception, is preferred. It is made in the acknowledgement that adequate copyright and technological protection can be afforded, in the context of the WCT, which respects the traditional system of copyright that seeks to achieve a balance between the interests of the copyright owners and the public.

619 See Chapter IV.

620 Ibid.

621 See Chapter II and Chapter III.

622 See Chapter III.
technological protection\textsuperscript{623} that first, provides a right of access, second, prohibits the circumvention of both access control and rights control measures in circumstances where the circumvention is for the purposes of facilitating legitimate non-infringing uses and third, prohibits the manufacture and circumvention of devices that have legitimate non-infringing uses would be harmful to the efficacy of exceptions such as fair dealing and possibly eviscerate their operation.

The dissertation establishes that ‘minimalist’\textsuperscript{624} technological provisions, as required by Article 11 of the WCT and which, accordingly, correlate specifically to the prerogatives of copyright would respect the enforcement of exceptions.\textsuperscript{625} It is submitted that the formulation of appropriate technological measures must be guided by the underlying principle of copyright that is based on the balancing of interests to ensure that the balance, which the system of copyright traditionally preserved in the analogue world, is adequately maintained in the digital environment. It has been established that the provisions of the WCT provide a balanced framework for the transposition of the system of copyright protection into the digital age.\textsuperscript{626}

The dissertation has underscored\textsuperscript{627} that the system of copyright incorporates the provision of adequate protection to the copyright owner to promote further creativity and more significantly, is framed in terms of a delicate balance that recognizes the greater public interest to participate in certain uses such as fair dealing. These uses ultimately promote education, knowledge and innovation. When it is expressed that copyright is the key to growth, development and participation in the global economy of the information society, it is submitted that this embraces not only the participation of the present generation of intellectuals but the next as well. It is submitted that extensive protection of technological measures, which would effectively minimize the ability of the public to access information and enforce exceptions and contribute to the next generation of intellectual creations would have overwhelming consequences for the areas of education,

\textsuperscript{623} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{624} Samuelson (note 203 above).
\textsuperscript{625} See Chapter III.
\textsuperscript{626} See Chapter II.
\textsuperscript{627} See Chapter I-Chapter IV.
knowledge and economic development. In the circumstances it is submitted that it is essential that the legal protection of technological measures does not affect the efficacy of exceptions to copyright. Perhaps the theory that ‘Information wants to be free’ and the acknowledgment by copyright owners that technological measures should not be used to ‘build fences around a tornado’ would simplify the notion of copyright owners that extensive technological protections are essential. The role of information must be appreciated in the information age and copyright owners should not associate it primarily with their economic interests. As John Perry Barlow pointed out:

**Information wants to be free. Information also wants to be expensive. Information wants to be free because it has become so cheap to distribute, copy, and recombine – too cheap to meter. It wants to be expensive because it can be immeasurably valuable to the recipient. That tension will not go away. It leads to endless wrenching debate about price, copyright, ‘intellectual property, the moral rightness of casual distribution, because each round of new devices makes the tension worse, not better.**

---

629 Ibid.
630 Ibid.
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